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Holland City News.
-T*
VOL. YIII.-NQ. 33. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1879. WHOLE NO. 397.
$fte ^alland (Eitg ^ cms.
a weeklyYewspapee,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
eolund cur, •  mmi
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
OTTO J. DOESBURG,
'Editor and Publither.
Terms of Sabsoription:
$1.50 per year if paid in, advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month#, ami $2.00 if
paid at six months.
JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Hirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subso-
Quent Insertion for any period under three
mouths.
| 8 m. | 6 M. I 1 T.
1 Square ... ....... . ...... 8 50 5 00 | 8 002 “ .................. 5 0« 8 00 |10 003 “ ................. 8 00 10 00 I 17 00
U Colurau ................ 10 uo 17 00 1 25 00x ................. 17 00 25 00 40 001 “ ..................25 00 40 00 | 65 no
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whttout charge for subscribers.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two ZS sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
t£T All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Chicago A West Michigan B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday May 23, 1879.
Arrive at
Holland,
Leave
Holland,
I 1.40 a. m.
f 5.20
3.30 p. m.
5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. in.
* 0.10 “
Trains.
Grand Rapids.
“ “ 11.55 a. m.
•• t 10.00 p. in.
Muskegon, Peniwaler
<fc Big Rapids. *10.25 a. m.
“ “ 10.30 “
“ “ t 10.05 p. in.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. | 1.30 a.m. 12.00 “
“ “ f 6.15 “ *10 4.5 a. in.
“ “ 3.25 p. ra. | 10.15 p. m.
“ “ * 5.55
• Mixed trains,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
} Daily except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
ime which is 20 minutes later thau Columbus
time.
Grand Haven Bail Bead.
Taken Effect, Monday, Jane 23, 1879.
Ooisr
No. 4.
North. Going South.
No. 2. STATIONS. No. No. 1,
p. m. a. in. p. m. a. m.
12 20 Moekegon, 2 17
11 47 Ferryalmri:, 2 50
8 23 11 42 Graiul Haven, 2 51 6 15
7 57 11 12 Pigeon, 3 2-2 6 53
7 30 10 44 Holland, 3 55 7 22
7 12 10 25 Fillmore, 4 13 7 42
6 25 9 35 Allegan, 5 00 8 35
FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
E. C. Leavenworth. Oen'l FYelg/it Agent.
W. BA UMG ARTEL, Agent,
Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. K. &
K. R. and L. 8. *t M. 8. for Plainwell, Kalama-
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., Ac.
gusmestf JHrcctonj.
Attorniyi.
'OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
. Notary Public: River street.
Vf C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor atand in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
T)ARK8, W. H. Attorney and Councclor at Law,± corner of River and Klghth streets.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Dfflcoin Kenyon i Van Patten’s bank
Eighth street.
Banking am Ixehang*.
'IT AN PUTPEN JACOB, Banking and Col*
V locting, Drafts bought and sold: Elghtustreet. ’ n i „
B&rbin.
T\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,U shanipooning, halr-dyolng, etc., done at rea-
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14— ly
Coaaluion Uerchnnt.
TYEACH BRO’8, Commission Merchants, and
1J dealers In Grain, Klonr and Prodnce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Dmlst.
EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and of*
VJT flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte'a
Shoe store.
Bragt ui XtUolaii.
rvOESBURG.J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi*
XJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.
YfEENGS, D. R., Drugstore. Fine Drags, Med*
Afl Iclnes, Fancy Goods,
umerles. River street.
.Toilet Articles and Per*
XTAN PDTTEN, Wk., Dealer In Drags, Medi*
 cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of DP.
W. Van Den Bbbo's Family Medicines; Eighth St.
TITALSH HEBER, Druggist A Phumadst; a
ness 8l0C,t °r *°0d* aPPcrtaln,n* to the ba8*
fanlturs.
Af^EYKR B. AGO., Dealers in all kinds of Far*
ifl nltnre,CnrUlns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Omral Doalori.
TTAN PUTTEN G., General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery. Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
LWirr tnd Sill Stabler
fyOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
15 andbarnon Marketstreet. Everything flrat-
claas.
\TIBBELINK, J. H.. Livery and Sale Stable;
In Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, «th
street, near Market. ,
Kent Xnrketi.
IlOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
15 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich. 2-ly
IbUTKAU & VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mar-
15 ket, near corner Eiahth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on band.
TT’UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
I v vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
17AN DER HAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Xiaufactorlei, Ullli, Shopi, Zte.
[TEALD, R.*K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Ll. Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowina Machines • cor. I0th<fc River street.
OAUELS, VAN TUTTEN <fc CO., Proprietors1 of Hugger Hill*; (Steam Saw aud Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
\7ERBEEK, H. W..A CO., Proprietors of theV Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
"IXTILMS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
TV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
10th and River streets.
Notary Publlei
DOST, HENRY D., Real Eitate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ; Col-
ections made in Holland and vicinity.
XTAN SCHELVEN, O., Justice of the Peace,
V Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegcnd’s Block.
PhyiieUni
A SH, H. L., Surgeon, Physician and Accouch-
H. eur. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
JU corner Eleventh and River street oppcslte
public square.
T EDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon;
Lj office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
A M. L. S._ R. R. crossing.
]tfC CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
1 1 Accoucheur. Office, Van Pullen’s Drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office ut theO First Ward Drug Store, 8th Sireet.
\ f ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ;
A1 office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a. m. 20-ly.
I) ERT, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, Zeeland,
JJ^ Mich. Office ut De Kruif’s drug-store.
Phtogripher.
TJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
11 lery opposite this office.
Saidleu.
\ 7AUPELL, II., Manufacturer of and dealenn
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
Eighth street.
Tobacco and Cigars.
'pE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watches and /ovelry.
TOSLIN & BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
fJ and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket aud Eighth Street.
Jtoictiw.
I. 0. Of o. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
M. Harrington, N. G.
Will H. Rogers, R. 8.
F. & A. M.
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
No. 191. F. & A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening; Oct.
29, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
. Orro Breyman. W. M.
C. B. Wynne Sec'v.
Jfyffial $0ticcjs.
Bucklin’ 8 Arnica Salve,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
Kuarranteed to give perfect satisfaction in
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
Holland, Michigan.
P. OTTE. H. VAN DER WEYDEN.
P. OTTE & CO.
Manufacturers and Jobber* of
FINE CIGARS
24 South Division Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
KANSAS.
#,000,000.000 acres of land for sale by the AU
•on, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located
Sonthern Kanaas, —the garden of the contlnei
For information in regard to these lands; and h<
to reach them call on or address
J. C. POST,
Agent for Ottawa County, Mic
OBATXOK.
Delivered at Holland, September 15th, at
the laying of the Corner-Stone of the
Fnblio School Building.
BY REV. H. UITEHWYK,
(Published by request of tho School Board.)
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen
We may well begin by congratulating each
other on the prospect of acquiring a new
public school building. The laying of
that corner-stone is a most fitting occasion;
that corner-stone itself is a mark of prog-
ress. We trust that in the name ot God,
and by the help of God, the work now
begun will go forward undisturbed and
be finished at the fixed time to the satis-
faction of all concerned.
Not to omit a point of material interest
I will mention it right here: the cost of
the building is to he about $13,000. That
certainly is a pretty large sum when looked
at from tho point of our lute years of
distress and dimmed hopes; hut what is it
when viewed in the light of what with
God’s blessing and with a true public
spirit the years belore us may accjmplish!
What is it when we consider the value of
what we acquire for it? But a little speck,
not a blot on a dark spot, but perhaps—
and may God grant it— a little, bright
star in the sky of our municipal prospects;
a star to fix the gaze and guide the steps
of every citizen of Holland. Why, instead
of being a burden to press us down, should
it not prove to he a firm lever for raising
us up? It is the only debt which our city
corporation will have. It is hardly more
than a third of what such a building
would have cost a few years ago, or may
cost two or three years lienee. It will
greatly help to direct the attention of us
all to our educational interests in this
place, and especially to those which under
the laws of the Slate concern us as a cor
poration. It will tend to unite our affec-
tions upon the best and only safe agency
for securing a good primary education for
our children. . It will provMe us with a
school building, neat and commodious,
which will give a new attraction to the
city. As it will be its best finished ns well
ns its most important public building, and
located in a central and very delightful
part of town, it will inspire outsiders and
strangers with a feeling of honor, sym-
pathy and confidence, for the citizens.
And this we know is indispensable for a
city’s prosperity. No advantanges of situ-
ation, no material resources, no special
characteristics or qualities can make up
for the lack of intelligence and an intelli-
gent co operation of large heartedness and
good will in the eyes of one who desires
to form a fair judgment of a town and the
town people. We trust that our new
school building will he a fair exponent of
at least an honest aim on our part to cher-
ish and exercise the noblest qualities of
mind and heart, and to practice the social
and civic virtues which strengthen the
bonds of community and make it useful
and honorable and prosperous in the land.
That corner-stone, I have said, is a mark
of progress, and so it is. There is a dis-
tance of several years, but also a distance
in other respects, between the old log
church which once stood half a mile or
more from here, and where many of us
went to school, and the new building that
is to be erected on this spot. The parents
went to school there, the children go to
school here. Many of those who took
the lead and were otherwise interested in
the training of the youth then have been
removed by death; some are still living,
and look back upon that time as the time
of their vigorous youth or strong man-
hood, and may even now in their declin-
ing years give their advice, their vote and
their material support, while the greater
number of the second generation have
upon their shoulders the burdens of the
present — the solemn responsibilities of
what they are doing to-day. The old log
church, the back-rooms of the house of
Mr. H. Doesburg, the red school house
on the hill where Miss Langdon taught,
the then new but now tottering school
liouse, the then high, brown-colored dis
trict school, which has been so changed
in the course of years that to-day we do
not recognize the old friend at all, and
now the new building which is being
erected in its place are the mile-stones
along the pathway of our educational
progress. We had hut one teacher first,
we have besides the principal ten teachers
now. From about forty scholars then the
list has increased to about six hundred
scholars at the present day. With variable
ability and success has the work of instruc-
tion been done.
From the fact that at the outset pecu-
liar views as to the control, agencies and
methods, of education prevailed in this
community, there has been all along more
or less a divergence of views and an un-
settledness of plans which surrounded the
good work with difficulties. t It is easv
to understand : most of the people of thifl
community came here from the Nether-
lands with views of education which were
peculiar to a certain class of people there
at that time and developed bycircum-
stances and national positions into a quite
definite shape. As many of them as came
here witfi a purpose of obtaining for their
children such an education as they held
to bo best in theory, did what they could
to realize it in practice. The theory was,
that the church or the community which
was to be and to remain the community
of a particular church should control the
work of education. It is evident that
such a theory cannot work, if nowhere,
certainly not in a country like our own,
where no State church exists, where the
rights and privileges of all individuals
and classes are alike guarded, and where
communities are so likely to be very much
mixed, both rejiglous and otherwise, in a
very few years. It need not surprise us
then that the facts appearing in our history
as a community prove beyond question
bow untenable and impracticable the
theory is. We may say that it has com-
pletely failed. At the time of laying this
corner-stone there is hardly a ghost of it
left. We have made great progress as a
community in acknowledging the advant-
ages and the justice of our public school
system.
Having come by short steps to this point
I shall confine the remainder of my re-
marks to the subject of our national school
system. Our public schools are to us
American citizens a great treasure. Wo
want no long-winded eulogies upon them,
but a few ideas and facts of a practical
nature such as we can begin to appreciate
now. It is not possible to see how we
could continue to exist ns a nation, and as
a free republic especially, without the
bulwark of our public schpols. In a
naiion free, never to be controlled by an
absolute despot or the aristocratic few, by
a philosophical school or a religious soci-
ety, there can be no better means to secure
its intellectual, moral, social aud even
material prosperity. Shall we leave out
its religious prosperity? By no means. I
want to single it out and set it before you
as a special matter, in order that what I
have to say may not run the risk of being
construed as unfavorable to religion or
Christianity. If you want to secure your
religious privileges and influences, you
must do what vou can for a system of
education provided by the State and free
to all. As the intelligence which it aims
at is of a high order and wide-spread, as
the self-discipiiue and fellow-feeling pro-
moted thereby are Increased among the
people, will the condliions necessary to a
free and full exercise of religious influ-
ences be favorable. Christianity has to-day
a wider scope aud larger opportunities in
tills country than anywhere else in the
world. To maintain and to advance its
work we must watch jealously the interests
of our primary education. As citizens,
we must watch them. Wo must watch
them over against every class and party
and sect that would disturb their universal
availability. They should never smack
of any kind of sectarianism or foreign
nationality. Their character and position
should be perfectly neutral.
Let us look at the character and object
of our national school system a little more
particularly. Our public schools profess
to he unscctnrian, whether they are wholly
so is a disputed question. They certaiuly
should be so, and I say this in the light of
all the consequences which it may reason-
ably involve. Many say that they cannot
really he neutral, for if they could be
their work would be entirely colorless and
their influence negalive, which is declared
impossible. A sufficient answer is, that
within proper limits aud wherever it may
he necessary or demanded, all philosoph-
ical and religious coloring can be excluded
without depriving the school’s work of
color and force. Of course, as long as an
entire community desires or is satisfied
with a certaiu kind of religious schooling,
no objection will be made. If the whole
nation was Roman Catholic we should
have Roman Catholic schools. As loug
as the people of a State or district, what-
ever be iheir beliefs or religious connec-
tions, are satisfied with a formal use of
the Bible can the Bible be used in the
schools in that State or district. Also,
when tho prevailing sentiment in a town
is in favor of a high school, and the
means can be obtained, there can be no
objection against maintaining a school
where the higher branches of learning
tnough with some religious -coloring are
taught. Or when the spirit of the people
of a State is strongly in favor of a State
university, no one will dispute their right
to have a university, though the different
schools of philosophy, of law, of medi-
cine and of theology, may not he alike
represented there. But what, in case all
this is different ? What then are to be the
limits in which our school system is to
work ? Again we ask, What is its object?
Its object will determiue its character and
describe its limits.
Its object is more of a mechanical than
of a spiritual nature, to give a secular
education. It is true the whole man must
he furnished— bodily, intellectually, mor-
ally and religiously. But os our public
school is not for the purpose of feeding
and clothing the child, so it has neither
for its object to train it in a certain re-
ligion. It can as little do the one as the
other. We should not want to have it do
either the one or the other. Now some
will ask, ‘‘Can you disconuect the religi-
ous training of a child from its largest
intellectual training?” Certainly not, nor
should itbedooe. But religious training
comes through religious influences, in con-
nection with certain formal exercises; it
has its formal or mechanical part. Bo a
finely intellectual training is effected by
the communications of intellectual force,
together with exercises and discipline.
It also has its mechanical part. Now,
what has the mechanical part of a religi-
ous training which lies in an ulterior
sphere to do with the mechanical part of
one purely intellectual. Though through
informing the understanding with religi-
ous ideas a religious spirit is nurtured,
yet that same understanding can as well
be famished with ideas which do not open
up into truths of a religious nature. Ele-
mentary instruction is sought in order to
Qualify the pupil for future study and
development In all spheres of truth.
To illustrate, what do we send onr
children to the public schools for? Is it
not that thev may learn to read and write?
Is it not that they may acquire a knowl-
edge of the principles of grammar and
aHthmetic? Is it not that they may gain
some rudimental information in geogra-
phy, natural history, aud the outlines of
man’s history? Should they not in everv
one of those schools learn to know jenongh
of our country’s history and method of
government to qualify them early for
their duties as American citizens? And in
naming these subjects and branches of
study have we not almost exhausted the
subject of our school system, and de-
scribed the limits within which the State
can safely move in providing an educa-
tion, and outside or which she should
not go. unless locally a quite general feel-
ing calls for it? We certainly do not send
our children to those schools to bo taught
a Roman Catholic construction of history,
or a materialistic conceplioq of the universe,
or a deistic philosophy of religion, or an
Eastern form ot church government. And
have we a right to expect that others who,
even by fine shades of thought differ from
us, shall take for their children the instruc-
tion in such matters according to the
theories which we prefer to put forth?
Most certainly not. Our State system
must therefore conflue itself to the mere
formal or mechanical, to the elementary
development and furnishing of the intel-
lect. And by doing this and doing it
thoroughly, it has sufficient scope, and
can well afford to leave the more phil-
osophical and religious training to special
schools and voluntary systems. Time,
the force of intellect, and the amount of
information is increased both by instruc-
tion of a specific religious nature and by
one that U religiously colorless. But in-
struction In religion can without detri-
ment to the mind and heart of a child be
separated from the acauirement of what
may be called a preliminary exercise and
furnishing of the Intellect. What has
the doctrine of election to do with the
multiplication table? What has a rule in
division of fractions in common with the
interpretation of the tenth commandment?
What influence can tho pointing out on
the map of the river of Jordan nave on
the formation of views regarding the
Jewish religion? Even in teaching his-
tory, a bare outline of facts such ns are
published iu the publications of Edward
A. Freeman, is far preferable to the many
one sided views and interpretations which
a child may so easily imbibe from phil-
osophical writers of history. Let the
child under proper influences «t home
and in the church he taught and make up
bis mind upon historical, philosophical
and religious questions as he grows np
and learns to discriminate for himself.
There will , then not be so much of what
in after life he must either bold contrary
to his deepest convictions or renounce ut
his great peril.
It is because this Is not believed, and
because undue weight is attached to tradi-
tional influences, that so many are not
satisfied with our public school system.
They want church schools, or select
schools under some special philosophical
and religious influences. They call for
Christian education and Christian schools
as though nur public scliools were incom-
patible with nr autagonistic to a sound
Christian education. Some, like the
Roman Catholics and extreme reiigioniats
among the protestants, object to the Slate
taking any part in the work of education.
Others want the Slate , by its agencies to
fill in what remains -after the church has
done all it can. The State should be the
handmaid of the church, and do some of
the kitchen work, and that without pay
or without seeking its own advantage.
What a poor plea! If the church alone is
to be trusted in the matter, then she should
want no help. If the State is to derive
the advantage of intelligent citizenship
through the church alone, then she might
as well possess all good, and her very
existence and power, through an ecclesias-
tical supremacy. And in that event the
old time ignorance and bondage would
return like a cloudy nightfall. Do those
who oppose, or shrug their shoulders, over
our nublic school system ever consider
how little would be accomplished if the
work of education was to be done by
church or denominational or select
schools? What rivalries and antagonisms
that would call forth! What slavish sub-
mission or reckless rejection much of the
influences exerted would receive!
The province of the State In our coun-
try with its free institutions is very plain.
It has not a secondary but a very import-
ant part to perform in the work of educa-
tion. The family, the church, the Sunday
school, Christian men and women, have
the responsibility of the religious and
moral training of the children. A great
work it Is and very important for the
existence and prosperity of the nation.
And that work they cannot afford to put
into the hands of the civil power. Nor
mast the civil power attempt to assume it.
Whenever the State goes beyond its limits
in furnishing a higher or professional
training, providing for certain schools of
philosophy, systems of theology, or theo-
ries of medicine, it may be snccessfnl for
a while, but not without exposing its sys-
tem to serious objection and opposition
wherever the elemenu for them may exist.
Its system is vulnerable and mav at any
moment receive a death wound. It should
therefore not go beyond its proper prov-
ince. Within that province it baa a great
work to do. It should do it in snch a wav
and make such unstinted provision for ft
that all ahall be willing to avail themselves
of the advantages offered. Thus it will
secure its own perpetuity and prosperity.
As it provides for the security or property,
for the protection of individual rights,
and for the conditions of physical health,
so let it furnish the means and methods
for the universal unsectarian primary edu-
cation of onr children.
Robert L. Dabney, president of Hamp-
den Sydney Theological Seminary, con-
tributed a truly able article on “ Secular-
ized Education” to the latest nnmber of
the Princeton Review, and if yon want to
(Condaded on the Sib page.)
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, HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
Mmom, Odd-Fellows, Knights of Honor and
other benevolent associations are laboring
hand-in-hand with the Howards in the noble
work of relieving the sick and distressed.
There were onlj three deaths from
yellow fever in Memphis during the two days
bopt 20—21, twenty now cnees being reported
in the same time.
An injunction has been sued out at
Momphis, restraining the city and State Boards
l>eople were terrified by series of detonations
and loud explosions. The fire raged two days,
and many lives were lost.... A Calcutta
dispatch says the Ameer of Afghanistan has
caused the execution 'of the commander of
the Cabul mutineers..., Gen. Wolseley has
concluded a treaty of peace with tho
Zulus which it is hoped in England is
sufftciently comprehensive to make future
wars in that quarter unnecessary. In
order to draw the fangs of the African monster
with whom he has had to deal, tho British eom-
of Health and the Quarantine Commission ‘ inerted in the compact an article pro-
from excluding cdtton from tho quarantine
* A Fall River (Mass.)' dispatch re- “7 manner cutting off the cotton
orts a serious riot in that city. A number of ^ ' .
Canadian operaUves went to work in the mills, 1 HERE were eleven deaths from yellow
which so incensed the striking workmen that ^ over ant^ twenty-nine new cases at Memphis
they attacked and stoned them. Several of the for the two days Sept £>-2S. There was no
new-comers wore painfully injured before the abatement of the fever at Concordia, Miss., five
police came to their rescue. now cases being reported.
POLITICAL.
The State Convention of the Butler
A Boston dispatch reports the burn-
ing of a three-story tenement house on Gold
pe0p,p' m0'U- I ™8ot th. "Md
James Rkdpath, the widely-known ^  1“lwoek' G™-B- Better w«J 1 nominated, for Governor by acclamation. The
remainder of the ticket is as follows: ForLecture Bureau manager, has been missing
from his home in Boston for several weeks. Lieutenant Governor, A C. Woodworth; Secro-
It is feared by his friends that he has drowned Michael T. Donohue; Treasurer,
himself while temporarily insane.... Daniel Jf- .H.fJK8' Auditor, D. J. King; Attorney
Drew, the well-known financier and railroad (Jeneral, >VuhamD. Northeid.
speculator, died Biiddenly at his homo in New Ben. Butler has beou nominated for
a few days ago, agod 56 years. | The Colorado Republican Conven-
The grain and breadstnffs exports j *t°D, iQ session at Dourer last week, nominated
from New York for the past week, ending Sept I William E. Beck for ASupreme Judge. Con-
23, were almost unprecedented. They Included Rressman Bolford offered a resolution, which
2, 430, MS bnBhols of whe»t,W7,8S0 bn.h.l. of “d 'he?.r-
rTofS bn9hclsof rje' '“d ma>7 b"' I
' orado will pledge him her votes. ITie Conven-
tion was addressed by Carl Schurz.
Alexander Mitchell having de-
clined the nomination for Governor of Wiscon-
sin, tendered him by the Democratic State
Convention, the name of James G. Jenkins, of
Milwaukee, has been placed at the head of the
Democratic ticket by tho State Central Commit-
tee of the party.
The Prohibitionists of Pennsylvania
THE WEST.
President Hates and party jour-
neyed from Cleveland to Youngstown, Ohio,
Sept 17, for tho purpose of attending a re-
union of the President’s old regiment Twenty-
third Ohio. The rennion was held in a grove
near the town, and, after an address of welcome
by Dr. McCurdy, the President delivered a
speech of considerable length, in which he de-
luded the financial policy of his administration. I held a State Convention at Altoona last week,
turned to Cleveland. J i Kichardson, of Bloomsburg, for State Ireas-
Work on the Northern Pacific road,
west of .Bismarck, is progressing at the rate of
a mile a day . . . .“Hank” Adams, a well-known
Chicago printer, and for many years foreman
of the iWning Journal of that city, is dead.
urer.
viding that the native military system, ‘ by
which ayonng warrior was not permitted to
marry until he had distinguished himsilf in
battle, should bo abolished.... When Col.
Browne, the British Kfeiident at Mandalay,
escaped from that city he left in charge of
tho official residence a deputy, who it
is now thought may bo in danger of losing
his life during one of King Thobaw’s fits of
alcoholic insanity.JInstructions have, therefore,
been sent him that ho leave town as soon as
possible, . . .The interest of the people of Ire-
land in tin discussion of the land question may
bo judged by the attendance at a meeting in
LimencJpon Banday night. Although rain was
pouring in torrents, 5U,t)00 people assembled, of
whom at least 20,000 remained until the close
of tho speaking.
The cablegrams, this morning, indi-
cate how the complications are thickening in
European politics. While at Vienna Bismarck
and Andrassy confer as to the late alterations in
the map of the continent, Disraeli, at London,
conveys a quiet assurance to tho French Ambas-
sador that Great Britain will take no action in
the present crisis in European affairs without
first agreeing with France upon a definite policy
to bo conjointly pursued by the two nations.
Tho little game at which Germany and
Austria are engaged is evidently one which
they will not be allowed to play out alone....
The Russian expedition to Central Asia has
sustained a serious set-back at tho hands of
the Turcomans, whom tho advance column en-
countered in heavy force, and in the battle that
followed tho Russians were defeated with a
loss of 700 killed and forced to retreat in great
haste.
was taken to the station with the other
victims of the fire. Her injuries are terri-
ble, the burns being both external and internal
Rosa Pfeiffer, aged 23, was fonnd in the hall of
the second floor. Mrs. Pfeiffer and two child-
ren jumped from a window and were but
slightly hurt, but Pfeiffer’s father was lost
Meroth, on the third floor, lifted his son, Charles
aged 14, ont of the window and allowed him to
drop to the ground, a distance of forty feet, and
then instructed his wife and daughter, Rosie, to
jnmp, which they did. Last of ail he himself
jumped to the gronud, and in falling met in-
stant death. Mrs. Meroth is at the City Hospital,
with fractures of both legs and one arm, and
her face is bruised beyond all recognition. Tho
daughter Rosie sustained no serious injuries
but Charles is badly hurt Holdreid took his
wifo to the roof, and then wen down stairs,
where he was caught by tho flames and burned,
probably fatally. Mrs. Holdreid’s body, charred
beyond recognition, was found on the roof.
Charles Holdreid, the son, is at tho hospital, in-
ternally injured from jumping to the ground,
and with an arm broken.
The Nicaragua Canal— lien. (Jrant’s Let-
ter.
The following is the text of Gen.
Grant’s reply to Admiral Ammon’s let-
ter asking him to co-operate in an
American canal project:
Tokio, Japan. Ang. 7, 1870.
MY Dear Admiral : Your letter of the 2d of
July reached me a few days since. After two
days reflection on your suggestion of tho part
1 should take— or consent to take, if offered— OQ „ . „ . - - ... • , ------
in the matter of tho interoccanio canal via ft8 Prance, either voluntary or
Isicaragua I telegraphed to tho Bocretary of
the Navy at Washington: “Tell Ammen I ap-
prove. Grant. ” I hope you received tho dis-
patch. On the 27th, two weeks after this leaves
lokohama, wo sail for Ban Francisco. I do not
feel half as anxious to get homo as I did
eighteen months ago. There is no country
which I have visited, however, this side of Eu-
rope, except Japan, where I would care to stay
longer than to see the points of greatest inter-
est Rut Japan is a most interesting country,
and tho people are quite as mnch so. The
changes that have taken place here are more
hko a dream than reality. They Lave a pub-
lic-school system extending ovor'tho entire em-
it a Holy Well In Ireland. ,
For several miles our road was bound-
ed by bog on one side and rocks onjthe
other. There were no evidences of human ’’
habitation, yet here and there we passed
a peasant— some crippled, all plunged
in profound misery. I inquired the er-
rand of these poor creatures, and was
informed that it was St. Somebody’s
day, and they were going to her well
near by to be healed.
“It’s there beyond,” said a trembling
old woman, pointing her skinny finger
to a clump of trees and a stone wall a
few hundred yards distant. I alighted,
and walked down the valley to a small
inolosure which surrounded a well and
a withered tree. Near by was a rude
stone altar, upon which were numerous
offerings of toys, bits of broken ware,
and shreds of many-colored rags tied to
sticks, and kneeling beside it was a
group of cripples ; some moved slowly
round the circle on their knees, mutter-
ing prayers, some were telling their
beads, others partook of the water,
while a priest stood by the tree reading!
This, then, was one of the holy wells so
numerous in Ireland, to which visits
are still frequently made, in some cases
(ion. Grants Arrival in San Francisco.
Ex-President Grant arrived at San Francisco ! Plf0’ ,aui! affording facilities for a common-
on Saturday, tho 20th day of Boptember, thus
completing his tour around the world, after an
GENERAL.
The dimensions attained by the pe-
troleum trade are indicated by the figures re-
b evenin ead ported by telegraph, which show that the total
, ,GoT;L!r8rr*cf'w N^MeiiM'telegraphs to Secretary of ^ar McCrary that | gate value of #4, £38,401. b
the Indians are oommittinfc terrible atrocities
in Grant county, New. Mexico, and asks for
Federal authontv to put volunteers in' thefield. ' ,
President Hayes went to Detroit
Sept 16. He was present at the State Fair near
that city, and delivered a lengthy speech, in
which he reviewed the commercial and indus-
trial situation, and dwelt at some length on the
finances of the country. Gen. Sherman and
Zach Chandler also made speeches.
Hon* William B. Allen, Collector
of Interval Revenue for the Second niinois
District, died recently at his home in Aurora,
Iff , aged 65 years. . . . .Louis Gnetig was hanged
at Indianapolis on the 19th of September, for
the murder of Mary McGlew a year ago.
President Hayes and party arrived
at Chicago, over the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern railroad, on the evening of
Sept 22 and were quartered at the
Grand Pacific Hotel. After a private
reception and a night's rest at that hostelry,
tho distinguished party continued their journey
westward over the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy road.
The tug-boat, Charles W. Parker,
while towing a vessel into the harbor of Chi-
cago, the other day, exploded one of her boil-
ers with terribly-fatal effect There wore
on board at the time five persona—
the Captain, steward, engineer, fireman
and a deck-hand. Four of them were in-
stantly killed, their bodies being blown to
fragments. The only one to escape was tho
deck-hand, and he only by a miracle. He was
blown nearly a hundred yards and was pic ked
up in a drowning condition. His injuries are 1 !ln antl Farts Bourses that a war cloud is hang-
very severe, but he will probably recover. The 1 1D8 ovor Europe.
.^r«L%a?oct^,be'amaiD'L Sir Garxei
A irnBDTST I. 1 11 I frora 8011111 Africa that a11 the important Zulu
A hormble tragedy was reo^Uy en- 1 cbicf, have „ow Bnbmi|tcd tlie Brjti8h>u
acted at Macon City, Mo. A man named Raus, i thorities. When Cetywavo was captured he
whileUboring under a fit of temporary insan- waf utterly prostrated, the King was taken
ity, prodneed by physical illness, killed his ’t0 ^ .dV Puring the march eleven of his fol-
wife and child and then blew hie own brains
News from Cuba is to tho effect that
.the slaves of Cienfuegos have risen in ret)ellion
against the Spaniards, and joined the patriots,
taking with them a largo proportion of their
masters’ cattle. A decree is published by au-
thority of the Home Government, declaring the
Province of Santiago de Cuba in a state of war.
Persons engaged in rebellion or sedition will
be tried according to tho law of March 23, 1870.
There is great indignation in the island over
the massacerjof about seventeen officers who
served in the last Cuban insurrection on the
patriot side, bnt have of late been residing in
different places and following their different
avocations.
The Free-thinkers Convention at
Chautauqua, N. Y., indorsed tho plat-
form of Col Ingersoll’s Liberal League Con-
vention ... .A Washington telegram announces
that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
so far modified the regulations as to the trans-
portation of spirits for export as to allow tho
railroad companies to become sureties for the
payment of the tax, provided the spirits be not
. exported. This is a modification long sought
by Western distillers, and does awav with
troublesome restrictions upon the export trade.
FOREIGN.
Advices from South Africa report
the capture of Cetywayo, the fugitive King of
tho Zulus, in South Africa. The capture was
effected by a company of dragoons. . . .Switzer-
land and Austria are about to be connected
with a subterranean railroad to be called tho
Alberg railway. It will be a tunnel through
the Alps, about six miles in length....
The uneasiness arising from tho relations be-
tween Russia, Germany and England is in-
creasing, and it is believed both upon tho Ber-
li d P i nir
out.
Two negroes, Wtshj Arnold and
Prior Ward, locked arms and deliberately
walked into tho Missouri river at St. Joseph.
lowers tried to escape, and six were successful;
the other five were shot. Tho King will bo
taken to Maritzburg, and from there to Grev-w . J
absence of two years and four months. Wo
glean from the Associated Press report the fol-
lowing account of his arrival and recep-
tion at San Francisco: Darkness had fallen
and it was 20 minutes past 7 when the
lights of the ferry- boat were seen approaching
tho slip. She moved slowly into position. The
platform was lowered, P-e band struck up
u Home Again, "and, amid the roars of applause
frora tho waiting crowd outside, who realized
that the moment had arrived, Gen.
Grant stepped onco more noon the
shore of Lis native land. After a
welcoming speech by Mayor Bryant and a
brief response by Gen. Grant, the latter was
conducted to his carriage, Mayor Brj ant accom-
panying him, while the various committee and
other gentlemen in attendance repaired to their
own carriages. The gates of the dock were
then thrown open, and the vehicles moved for-
wa-d and took their places in line. As the
carriage containing Gen. Grant made its
appearance cieer after cheer went
up frsm ^thousands of throats, while
the surging crowd pressed forward and swayed
from side to side in efforts to obtain a passing
glance of the familiar lineaments of the great
captain. With the greatest difficulty a passage
was opened, the procession formed, and the line
of march taken up. The procession moved
rapidly along Market street to Montgomery,
passing through Montgomery, up Montgomery
avenue to Kearney, along Kearney to Market,
along Market, countermarching to the Palace
Hotel, which was reached at a lato hour.
Rockets and blue lights were fire<Ulong the
route, and bonfires and torches abounded.
All tho streets leading to the Palace Hotel
were packed with dense throngs, through which
the procession forced its way with great diffi-
culty. Thousands were clamoring for admit-
tance, hut cordons of police at an the entrances
denied ingress to all but those holding special
permits to enter.
Within, the immense court presented a scere
of surpassing beauty. Electric lights and 50)
gas jets lit up the vast interior with a brilliant
glow, and the dense throng that packed the
court and filled the spacious balconies and cor-
ridors surged to and fro in anxious expectation
of the coming guest, whom the packed streets
had detained.
At 10 o'clock tho wide doors were thrown
open, and the barouche containing Gen. Grant
was driven within the building. He immediate-
ly dismonnted, and, crowded his way through
the packed mass of human beings, was hurried
to his room.
An he alighted, Madame Fabbri, and a chorus
of 500 voices opened from one of tho balconies
with the “Ode of Welcome.”
The crowd rushed af'er Gen. Grant when ho
dismounted, leaving the singers for a moment
almost without an audience, hut, being stopped
by the fcrco of police who blocked the way,
they returned to the court, being reassured by
the announcement that the General would ap-
pear on one of the balconies after he had had
time to lay off his overcoat.
In a few minutes Gen. Grant appeared, amid
school education to every child, male and fe-
male. They have a Military and Naval
Academy which compare well with ours in the
course taught, the disciuliue and tho attain-
ments of the students. They have colleges at
several places in the empire on the same basis
of instruction as our best institutions. They
have a school of science which 1 do not believe
can je surpassed in any country. Already tho
great majority of their professors— even those
engaged in teaching European languages— are
natives, most of them educated in the very in-
stitutions where they are now teaching.
But I hope to meet yon soon, and then I will
say more on this subject than I care to write in
tho limit of a letter.
Mrs. Grant sends her lovo to Mrs. Ammen
and the children. Please remember me kindly
also. Yours truly. U. S. Grant.
Scott, a British authority on agri- 1
, about 4, (XX), (XX) bushels les.- than the aggregate ; crowdi waa aKuil1 greeted with a uuccest-ion ofWASHINGTON. I deficiency in the various co dries whoso crops cheer*- When the noise subsided be addressed
Fiqcres showing the state of trade t kT Wh0"y ” ^ 
between the United Mates snd Gre.t Britsm ! tb ^ “ tCOme8 «‘at
for the year ending June M) have Just been re- | , lr001” mn"m6d ‘,1<1 m,,rdercd ^
were more than three times tho amount of ira- I “ ^
portations from that countn-, tho figures being, ! Lmperor William, of Germany, was
respectively, #363,013,616 and #111,971,760. received in Strasbourg, on tho occasion of his i Grant .lookH exceedingly well, but has lost
The following statement of outstand- rocei,t with closed shops and barred shut- I P'^nds in weight since leaving
> 04110(1 b0Dds. amounting th #30.806.450. the Lors- 0n,7 tlie official buildings were decorated, cation ' J ti,« ™
I be lapse of time has not rendered tlie memo-
ries of the late war lees bitter, nor in any de-
gree diminished the hostility of tho French-
speaking inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine toward
the Germans.
them as follows:
“ FELunv-CirizENH of San Francisco : After
twenty-five ycars’Mibsenco, I am glad to meet
you, and assure you of my cordial thanks for
the kind greeting you have given me. I shall
fully ”J0UrCity l0UK 0,10UI»11 10 f’roel 70U raore
The General then withdrew, amid prolonged
and tremendous cheering, and tho crowd at
length reluctantly scattered.
Secretary Sherman’s Coin Disbursement
Order.
Tbrabckt Dxpartmkkt, t
Washingtox, D. C., Sept. 11). f
Gold coin beyond the needs of the Govern-
ment having accumulated in the treasury of
the United States by deposit in the several pub-
lic assay offices of fine bars and foreign coin,
for which depositors have been paid, at their
option, in United States notes, the Treasurer
of the United States and the several Assistant
Treasurers at Boston New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago, St Louis, New
Orleans and San Francisco are hereby au-
thorized to pay ont gold coin as well as sil-
ver coin and notes upon current obliga-
tions of the Government and upon advances
to disbursing officers as may be convenient and
practicable. Transfers of coin for this pur
pose will bo made to any Assistant Treasurer,
when necessary, by the Treasurer of the United
States by application to him. Tho Treasurer
of the United States in this city, on receipt by
him of a certificate of deposit issued by the As-
sistant Treasurer at New York, stating that
there has been deposited with him legal-tender
notes in the sum of #1(X>, or multiples thereof,
will also cause to be shipped from the mint at
Philadelphia to tho depositor, at his risk and
expense, a like amount of gold coin.
•Standard silver dollars may also bo obtained
as heretofore. Tho exchange of gold for Uni-
ted States notes at tho several sub-treasury
offices, except at New York, appears to be pro-
hibited by section 3,651, Revised Statutes of the
linted States, but it is believed that pavments
of coin, as above authorized, will enable per-
sons to secure all that may bo desired.
John Sherman,
Secretary of the Treasury.
ing called on , , 0, ,
last of which matured and ceased to bear inter-
est on the 17th of July last, has been prepared
from the books of the loan division : ‘Jbsof 1862
act Feb. 23, 1862, #400, 3U0; do 1864, act June
30, 1864. 170,450; do 1865, M A N., do March
31, l!*'*,# 25,500; consols of 1865, March 31
1806 #*1 -sSO; do 1867 do, #8.179.000; do 180§
do, z.ouj.TSO: 10-408, March 3, 1804, #18,188.-
600; total ontatanding, #30,806,450.
THE SOUTH
The State Treasurer of Georgia has
•ent his resignation to the Legislature in order
to save himself from impeachment and re-
moval for making an illegal use of the public
moneys.
Cruelties continue to be perpetrated
by the King of Burmah....A Constantinople
dispatch says the insurrection in Kurdistan
has not yet been qnelled. Two powerful tribes
have joined Abdullah, with 12,000 men. The
Commanders of Erzeroura and Bagdad have
been ordered to send all available troops to
j It is feared that the Persian Turkomans
will join the insurgents ..... A dispatch from
J0®* "fates that a holy war is being preached
in the Khost valley and among the Mongols.
cation at the reception awarded him, saving it
surpassed all his expectations. Ho spoke of his
pleasure at returning home, and his satisfac-
tion that his acceptance of tlie Nicaragua canal
I residency had been received favorably here.
(irant and the Ex-Confederates.
Gen. Grant was tendered a big reception at
tho City H&U, in Han Francisco, which waa at-
tended by a number of ex-Confederato soldiers.
To them the General spoke as follows:
“Gentlemen: It lias afforded mo great sat-
isfaction and pleasure to observe the very cordial
reception I have received hero, and especially
the welcome coining from the gentlemen von
represented. If you bad traveled around the
world , as 1 have for several years
)ast, you would appreciate, like me,
ho value of our common country more
completely than any man can who stays
at home. You would bo everywhere gratified
to see that wo are recognized by all tho nations
of the earth in a higher light than our own peo-
ple imagine. Abroad our resources are con-
sidered unlimited. When one gets to see tho
nations of tlie world, ho begins to appre-
ciate the inestimable value of our broad
acres and the great energy of our people
that Is forever upbuilding in Htatc, citv, and
town. It affords mo very great satisfaction
and pleasure to receive tho gentlemen who
were, long ago, opposed to ns, and I hope, if
this country ever sees another war, we shall
all be together, under one flag, fighting a com-
mon enemy.”
vTHi“iiT.g.“iro“,Fdrt8Riith' S?53ax5£SS:
wheat in America, Russia and tho East is5,050,-
000 quarters less than the aggregate de-
ficiency in the various countries.
It is stated in a St Petersburg dis-
patch that Prince Gortsohakoff will be contin-
ned as Chancellor for life, but that there will
Ark. : Jacob Irwin and James Hazel were way-
are accused of extensive larcenies, and this is
the snpposcd cause of the killing. Vigilance
in
There were fifteen deaths from yel- ^
!ow/rr‘‘MeX‘”d tiur*“™'OT !
toe three days ending on the evening of 8ept ment that Gortschakoff, who is growing snper-
!9. A dispatch from that city says a review annuated, will besnperseded except in name.. . .
of the situation reveals the following oondi- A late cable dispatch gives further partic-
Th*!e are two nandred ulars of toe recent terrible fire in
and twenty-five people sick with yellow Kieff. Russia. WhUe a furious storm was rag-
*®Te* to *nd •djaceot to Memphis, nearly ing, the fire broke out in seven different places.
K tttnSLIrU ThUr “d ^ I !{,JB oftic<* of ^  ^ brigade and Chief of Po-
by the Howards. Their physicians and visitors ! lice station, a gunpowder magazine, and four
K® ‘too*® *eeklog new victims for relief. They petroleum stores were simultaneously set on
Shocking Disaster.
From the Boston papers wo glean the follow-
ing particulars of a heartreading accident, by
which five people lost their lives: The occu-
pants of tho tenement 120 Gold street, which
was burned last night, were: On the first
floor, an aged couple whom no one in
toe jcinity seems to have known, and
one Gillespie and wife. On the second
floor, a German family, consisting of
fathor, mother, and throe children, named
Pfmffer. On the third floor, Ferdinand Meroth,
wife and two children, and George Holdreid,
wife and two children, making fifteen persons
asleep in the house when the incendiary kin-
dled the fire. When the fire wasdiscovered by
a policeman it was a ouarter to 12, and the
flames were breaking out on the first floor,
bavmg burned away the stairs, making them
impassable. The smoke was rolling up the
narrow staircases, and the awakened inmates,
before the firemen could arrive with their lad-
ders, had either leaped from the windows, gone
catod to toebalf0 °* 8afety’ or ^PP®^
The old couple on the first floor made their
«*uon, a gunpowder magazine, and four years old, micht have oscaned bv walkino-’ .i. HUUW inat H, 980,000 tons have been
Sty* iSfe- ! Cs S “hick irXmXZ ~ ,orwttrded t0 ^  n7ly
der mi expellee of about pc, die*. Tbo b.ack cloud o, .moke, and 0,.^ aud U.ou 1 mou “1 afpU^g co^on, UoTfoTthe ^ rio“d mT
Kansas’ Twenty-fifth Anniversary.
The recurrence of the twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the settlement of the State of Kansas
was the occasion of an Immense gathering of
people at Lawrence Sept 15 and 10, among
whom were a great many participants in the
stirring events from 1854 to 1863. The first
day’s exercises were begun by an address by
ex*Oov. Robinson, the President of the day,
followed by addresses of welcome by 0. k!
Haliiday on behalf of tho old set-
a??’ bj 0oT- . 8t Jobn tor the
State. Then came an address by John W. For-
marks were made by Senators Ingalls and
Plumb, ex-Benatora Pomeroy, Ross. Harvey
and other distinguished persona Tho second
day s exercises, at which over 30,000 people were
m attendance, embraced a love-feast by toe old
Mttlers and addresses by Edward Everett
H*16, of Boston ; George W. Julian, of Indiana;
Gov. St John, of Kanaas, and Gen. John Pope.
aTio press of the State was largely represented,
at least fifty editors being proaeut
Statistics of the anthracite coal
trade for the first seven months of 1879
show th 11,980,000 
enjoined, but generally for obtaining
health, under the auspices of the saint,
by drinking the waters of the well. Of
course the dpy of the patron saint of
each well is the one chosen for these
visits; and some years ago, and even
now in mapy parts of the country,
crowds were attracted, not only for re-
ligious motives, but for love of gossip
and meeting with distant friends. These
wells have kept their reputation for
centuries, the fame of some being
coeval with Christianity, while that of
others probably preceded it, tho early
Christian teachers having merely
changed the object of worship, leaving
the altars of idolatry undisturbed.—
Harper's Magazine.
Mad-Stones.
The superstition in regard to mad-
stones is well-rooted in the popular im-
agination, and has the right to be. It
is very ancient. Pliny gives its his-
tory, for it was old even in his day, and
it has hardly shown any diminution
since. The men recently bitten by a
dog supposed to be rabid, in this city,
have been, anxious to get at a mad-stone.
One of them has gone to Indiana for
the purpose, and the others would be
glad to do so if they had tho means.
Now, it is as capable of demonstra-
tion as anything can be that no
stone, “maxi,” or otherwise, can have
power to heal in a genuine case
of rabies. Poison cannot be ex-
tracted from the system by such
simple means. But it may well be that •
belief in the efficacy of the remedy ac-
complishes tho cure. The imagination
often plays an important part in caus-
ing or preventing disease, as Dr. Will- .
iam Hammond has lately shown ; and
there is no reason in tho nature of
things why an imaginary case of hydro-
phobia should not be relieved by the
application of imaginary remedies. It
is an odd fact that stones, taken from
the stomachs of deer, are supposed to be
especially powerful in extracting jioi-
sons, and were so in ancient times,
though it is difficult to conceive why
this beast, in preference to any other,
should be opposed to poison. — 67/ icapo
Tribune.
Hats.
A pair of rats produce, as a rule,
thirteen litters of eight young ones
each in three years, and tho young ones
do the same after becoming G months
old. The grand total from a single pair
at tho end of three years is G5G,808.
Hats have migrated to all parts of the
world. They are found eating tnrtle
on the Island of Ascension. They
have reached India, China, and abound
in Japan.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Disv** ............................ #0 60 fllO 2T,
Boom ............................. S 70 •] 2.)
Cotton ............................ 1I*4@' 1IJ4
Flous— Hnperflns ................. 4 40 (^4 75
Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 1 17 1 2(1
Cohn — Wfs.UTU Mixed ............. r»2 ($ 64
Oath- Min'd ....................... SSft
RYK-Wratsrn ..................... 77 ,($ 78
Pork— Me«a ...................... 'J IM ($ 0 10
Lard ............. . ................ 6%
CHICAGO.
Bmvm- Choice Graded Hlecra ..... 4 50 & 6 00
Cowh and Heilera ........ 2 25 («$ X 60
Medium to Fair .......... » (id ^  :i SK)
H°0" ............................. 8 25 (4 8 70
Flock -Fancy Wliifc Winter Kx... 4 50 <4 5 75
Good to Choice Sjihiik Ex. 4 (-0 (^5 00
Wheat-No. 2 Sjiriuff ............. 1 01 14102
No. 8 Spring ............. ()| (4 US
Corn— No. 2 ....................... ;n (4 as
Oath— No. 2 ...................... o/i <4 27
Rye-No. 2 ........................ as ,4 60
Barley No. 2 ................... 77 (4 78
Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 23 (4 25
Kook— Freah ...................... 14 ^ 15
PoHK-Meaa ...................... 8 80 (4 000
Lard .............................. (j ,3 6%
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 1 ..................... l 00 <a 1 00
No. 2 ..................... 1 04 (01 05
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 87 (4 8N
Oat»— No. 2 ....................... M a 27
Rye-No. 1 ........................ GO (4 «1
BARLzr— No. 2 .................... 70 (0 71
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ............ 1 OG <0 1 W
COHN-Mlxed .................. .... 84 (0 80
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25 (0 27
Rye ................................ 60 (0 67
Pork-Mcm ....................... fl 15 <0 « 25
Lard ......................... ... C <0 6*
CINCINNATI. _
Wheat ............................ 1 CO <0 1 08
Corn .............................. 40 (0 41
£«•. .............................. 00 JO
PoRK-Meas ....................... 9 SB (0 9 60
Lard .............................. DJifeJ 0
TOLEDO.
DETROIT.
Flous— Choice .................... 8 10 <0 fi 25
Wheat-No. 1 White .............. I ll & l li
Corn— No. 1 ....................... 89 (0' 41
Oats— Mixed ...................... 28 <4 80
Barlkt (per cental) ............... 1 10 (d 1 40
Pose— Mess ....................... V 76 ^10 00
EAST LIBERTY. PA.
CAiTLE-Beet. ....... . ............. 4 ? @ ®
Fair ...................... 4 25 (0 4 75
Common ................. 8 25 (0 4 0"
Hoos .............................. 3 80 <0 4 <5
Sheaf .................. 3 00 <4 4 00
t HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
That a great many people have been
to Europe this year is a fact patent
enough to have impressed itself upon
the most casual newspaper reader, and
the records of the leading steamship
lines fully confirm the popular impres-
sion. It is already plain that the num-
ber of passengers of 1879 will exceed
the total of any previous year except
1878, when the Paris Exhibition carried
the figures up higher than had ever be-
fore been known.
At the social science meeting in
Saratoga, President Barnard, of Colum-
bia College, read a paper on “Mono-
metalism, Bimetalism and International
Coinage.” He proposed a metric weight
of gold coin, one grain in the weight of
which would be the nearest assimilate
in value to the various coins now used
in the United States, England, France
and Germany. He would have the
smallest international coins of ten grains,
equal to SO less 2 cents. A committee
was appointed to consider the subject
of weights, measures and coinage.
The wheat crop of the State of Illi-
nois, which foots up this year to 45,000,-
000 bushels, is by far the largest wheat
harvest ever garnered in the State. Of
this all but about 3,000,000 bushels is
winter wheat, the growing of spring
wheat having fallen off very greatly
within the past two years, a change
which may be due to the improved
methods of manufacturing flour. In
order to show how great the increase in
yield is, it is only necessary to compare
this year’s production with that of 1870,
when the total wheat crop was only 27,-
000,000.
The particular fabrics that women
persist in wearing cost their husbands
and fathers enormously. The imports
of silk manufactures at the port of New
York during August, 1870, amounted in
value to $2,331,007, an increase of
$50,120 over the same month last year,
and a decrease of $05,041 from the im-
ports of August, 1877. The principal
articles included in the August list are
as follows: Silks, $1,205,247; satins,
$35,101 ; crapes, $30,077 ; velvets, $100,-
102; ribbons, $247,305; laces, $08,149;
braid and bindings, $171,027 ; silk and
cotton, $235,400.
Frederick Cull, on trial in Sussex
county, N. J., for the murder of his
daughter, is an eccentric individual,
who always wears, both summer and
winter, a heavy overcoat with a muttler
enveloping his face. Ho has lived for
years on a mess composed of bread,
molasses, vinegar and fat pork, all
mixed up in a large bowl. In his con-
finement he demands and receives, by
the consideration of the jailer, this im-
pressive dish ; and he also continues to
wear the overcoat and muffler. He
amuses himself by sitting in one corner
of his cell and picking his clothes to
pieces; and, altpgether, for a promising
plea of insanity, a prettier case is sel-
dom heard of.
The British Co-operative Associations
make a very fair showing for the time
they have been in existence. They now
number about 700 working societies.
There is $17,000,000 invested by the
wages class alone. There are not less
than 10,500 benefit societies, with a
membership of 1,500,000. The reserved
capital is over $125,000,000. Two-
thirds of this amount is the savings of
the wages-earning class, the balance
being the accumulations of the small
shopkeepers. These latter generally
monopolize the directories of the
friendly societies. The progress made
in co-operation during the past few
years is very marked, and is now excit-
ing the jealousy of the small shopkeep-
ers, especially in the large cities.
The asphaltum pavements, which
were being extensively laid in London
six years ago, have been mostly taken
up in the business section, and wood
pavements are substituted. The greater
portion of the Strand, it is said, is now
laid in wood, and various other thor-
oughfares are being similarly treated,
as also some of the suburban streets. A
bed of asphaltum is at first laid and al-
lowed to harden, and on this the blocks
are laid; they are of hard, seasoned
wood and are first kyanized. After be-
ing thus laid, coal tar is poured into all
the crevices, and, when open for travel,
the pavement has a solid and enduring
appearance. It .has been in use for a
couple, of years in the neighborhood of
Charing Cross, and it is said to be as
solid and perfect as when first laid.
The asphaltum, however, producing
slipperiness, had to be removed.
The Emperor of China is allowed
three wives, the chief of whom is the
Empress, while the other two are
Queens. He has the right, under cer-
tain restrictions, of choosing his own
successor. When the Emperor Hien
Fung died, in 1861, he left the throne
to his son Toung-che, who was only 5
years old. The Empress and the boy’s
mother, one of the two Queens, were
made co-regents. They reigned very
successfully until 1873, when Toung-
che took the Government into his own
hands, and removed them from power.
In 1875 he died of small-pox, without
naming a successor. His wife was a fee-
ble girl, with a young baby, for whose
rights she had not the strength of
character to fight. She soon died, and
the old Empress and Queen seized the
opportunity to get back upon the
throne. They chose a 3-year-old neph-
ew of Hien Fung, and appointed them-
selves to reign until he became a man
The scheme was carried out, and the
two women are now seemingly firmly
re-established. Among the first states-
man of the empire was Wo Ko-tu, at
the head of the Civil Service Depart-
ment. He brooded over the wrong
done to the infant son cf Toung-che,
and at last resolved to speak out against
it. This was a serious matter, for an-
cient usage in China decrees thkt who-
ever utters treason shall at once commit
suicide. Wo Ko-tu wrote and pub-
lished, in the most respectful language,
a demand that the Empress and Queen
should abdicate. Then he killed him-
self with a knife.
Arrears of Pensions.
The lost session of Congress appro-
priated $25,000,000 to pay arrears of
pensions. More than two-thirds of this
has already been paid out, and all will
be paid by January next. The pay-
ments made and to be made have been
pretty equally distributed over the
Northern States, and more has gone
South than is generally supposed.
There were over 300,000 Southern
white men in the Union army, and half
as many colored. When the remaining
$8,000,000 is paid, the $25,000,000 will
have been distributed among the States
about as follows :
Vermont, New HainpHhire and Maine.... $1,840, 000
Mmachatetts, Rhode Island and Con-
necticut ................................ l soo.ooo
Eastern New York, New York city, and
Lontf island ........................... 1.850,000
Western and Northern New York ........ l.KHJ.OW
Eastern Pennsylvania ................... 1.700,000
Western Pennsylvania .................. 1,850,000
Ohio ..................................... 2 400,000
Illinois .................................. 2,150,000
Indiana .................................. 1 750,000
Michigan ................................ 1.050.000
Nebraska and Iowa ...................... 1,000,000
Minnesota, Wiscorsin. Dakota, and Mon- '
tana ................................... I IOO.COO
Colorado. Kansa«. and Missouri ......... 1,400.000
California. Oregon, Utah. Washington,
New Mexico, and Arizona .............. 250,000
Kentuckv ................................ 080,1 00
Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey and
District of Columbia .................. 1,800.000
Tennessee. Virginia. West Virginia. North
Carolina, Texas. Arkansas. Louisiana.
Mississippi. Alabama. Georgia, South
Carolina, and Florida ................. 1 .450,000
This shows a largo and unusual dis-
tribution of money over the country;
for it is in addition to the regular pen-
sion payments, which amount to about
$30,000,000 per annum. The regular
pension-roll, however, will rapidly de-
crease hereafter, unless new' classes of
pensioners are added, or pensions in-
creased, which is not likely. The
natural decrease in the pension-roll is
estimated at nearly $2,000,000 per an-
num. The arrears of pensions, when
once paid, are paid forever, and can
never return to vex the taxpayers.
Tennyson.
Alfred Tennyson, the English poet-
laureate, has just passed his 70th year.
He is third son of a clergyman in the
established church, and was born in
Somerby, Lincolnshire, Aug. 4, 1809.
Receiving his early education from his
father, he completed his studies at
Trinity College, Cambridge.
While yet a boy he published vol-
ume of poems, in connection with his
brother Charles. During his oollege
career he wrote a prize poem, and in
1830 published a volume of lyrical
poems. In 1832 he published another
volume.
Ten years later, in 1842, he attracted
attention by means of two volumes con-
taining the poems he had already pub-
lished together with the “Mort d’ Ar-
thur,” “ Locksley Hall,” and the “ May
Queen.” Their author was given a
front position among the poets of the
time.
“The Princess” was published in
1847, and in 1850 “In Memoriam” was
received with great favor. The poet’s
popularity was increased to such a de
gree that on the death of Wordsworth
in 1851, he succeeded him as poet-lau-
reate.
Since then he has given to the world,
in addition to commemorative poems,
“The Idylls of the King,” published in
1858; “Enoch Arden,” in 1864; “The
Holy Grail,” in 1869, and his dramatic
poems.
Mr. Tennyson is well known in
America by his writings, and in popu-
lar estimation holds a place with Long-
fellow, Whittier and Bryant.
The latest shoe-bnckle is in the form
of a horseshoe.
MICHIGAN METHODISTS.
Preaching Appointment* of the Michigan
and Detroit Conferences.
MICHIGAN CONFERENCE.
Albion District.— V. E., H. HtU; Albion, G.
B. Hickey; U&tUe Greek. B. F. B Arnes; Bolle>
vae, C. 8. Fox; Concord, N. Fassett; Homer,
K L. Kellogg; Hanover, H. C. Feck; Jackson,
T. F. Hildreth; Litchfield, N. L. Brockway;
Liberty, J. Berry; Leroy, E. D. Bacon; Mar-
shall, R. C. Riley; Marengo, I. Taylor; Mos-
cow, E. D. Young; Moaherville. U. Matson;
Nashville, A. D. Newton ; Olivet, P. J. Mavoe-
ty; Penfleld, O. Daniels; Parma, W, H. Per-
nne; Rives. W. Taylor; South Albion, to be
supplied; Bpringport, A. L. Crittenden; Te-
konaha, L P. Ferguson; Tompkins, A. T.
Grey.
Coldwatrr DUtrlct.—F.E., J. L Buell; Al-
len, W. J. Hathaway; Bronson, M. 1. Hmith;
Burr Oak, J. W. Buell; Butler, O. 8. Paddock;
Burlington, J. Webster; Coldwater, A. P.
Moors; Cambria, J. White; Centerville, W. L
Ooggshali; Constantine, 8. Boynton; Girard,
W. M. Colby; QUead, D. O. Ball; Hillsdale, L
Tarr;rJonesrille, C. G. Thomas; Kinderhook,
E. Marble; North Adams, W. M. Paddock:
CsBeo,.8, C. Btripkland; Quincy, W. Prouty;
Ransom, supplied; Reading, D. D, Qillott;
Sturgis, AH. tiillett; Sherwood, to be sup-
plied; Union City, A M. Gould; White Pigeon,
J. Olubino.
Kalamazoo DUtrict.—V. E., J. W. Miller;
Augusta, E. Ketch um ; Allegan. W. A Huns-
berger: Bloomingdale, O. H. Fisher: Cooper.
E. H. Day; Climax, L M. Edmonds; Colon ana
Leonidas, R. H. Bready; Douglass, A M. Steel;
Galesburg, H. P. Henderson ; Irvington, fi O.
Lawrence; Johnstown and Ballimore, F. N.
Janes; Kalamazoo, J. Graham; Kendall, J.
White; Martin, Q. E. Wightman; Mendon, G.
W. Tuthill; Monterey, E. A Tanner; Gahtomo,
A N. Elder; Otsego, F. L McCoy; Park-
ville, W. L. Stinchcomb; Prairioville, L. W. ;
Plain well, G. L Cole; Richland, S. P. Hewitt;
Schoolcraft, J. E. White; South Haven, M. D.
Carrel: Three Rivers, F. R. Bangs; Vicks-
burg, E. 8. McChesuey; Waukoskma, W. M.
Ball
XUca District.— Y. E., A. R. Boggs; Buchan-
an, J. A. White; Bridgeman, J. It Skinner;
Benton Harbor, E. A Whitman; Bangor, J. T.
hidings; Berrien Springs, J. S. Valentine;
Breedsville, to be supplied; Coloma, G. W. .
Gosling f Cassopolis, H. H. Parker; Dowagiac,
H. Worthington ; Decatur, J. W. Carlisle ; Day-
ton, J. L Jackways; Lawton, T. T. George;
Marcollus, L 8. Matthews; Mattawan, 8. O.
Woodard; Niles, A E. Cooley; New Buffalo, I.
Wilson; Pipestone, A N. Eldred; Pokagon, G.
A Buell; Paw Paw, B. 8. Mills; 8L Joseph, M.
M. Callen; Vandal la, J. Hoyt; Edwardsburg,
J. M. Robinson; Keeler and Silver Croek, u.
C. Elliot; L&wrenco and Hartford; E. H Spar-
ling.
Grand Rapid* District.— Y. E., J.
W. Aldrich; Ada, D. C. Riehl; Ashland, to bo
supplied ; Berlin, to be supplied ; Byron Center,
D. R. Latham ; Cooperville, N. 1). Marsh ; Caai-
uovia, A Hunsberger; Cedar Springs, J. A
Sprague; Cannon, 0. H. Howe; Caledonia, A
J. Wheeler; Grand Rapids, Division Street, A
A. Knappen; Grand Rapids, Second Street, J.
W. Robinson; Grand Rapids, East Street. E.
Wiglc; Grand Haven, J. P. Force; Grand Ville,
O. B. Whitmore; Grattan, John Klose; Holland,
L H. Shumate ; Hastings, L. Masters ; Irving,
J. J. McAllister; Lament, T. J. Spencer; Mid-
dle Ville, I. B. Tollman; Muskegon, D. Engle;
Newaygo, G. C. Draper; Nuncia, S. P. Warner;
Ravenna, G. T. Newcomb; Rockford, M. D.
Terwilliger ; Sparta, E. V. Armstrong ; Spring
Lake, Wm. Copeland; Ventura, A. J. Wiggins.
Ionia District. -P.E., R. C. Crawford ; Bourne,
8. C. Woodard; Coral, G. A. Buell; Carson
city, to l>e supplied; Dauby, C. F. Van Aokon;
Elm Hall, supplied ; Edmore, C. B. Voorheee;
Greenville, J. W. Reed; Greenville Circuit, L
Bathrick; Hubbardeton, N. Saunders: Ionia,
W. Gardiner; Lake View, J. H. Thomas; Low-
ell, N. Bray; Lyonl D. S. Haviland; Mill-
brook, V. P. Welch; Orleans, J. M. Aiken;
Orange, D. AL Ward; Palo, J. Roberts; Port-
land, A P. Morrison; Powamo, M. W. Parsons;
Sheridan, D. C. Keihl ; Stanton, L R. A Wight-
man; Saranac, G. E. Hollister; Vergennes, C.
T. Van Antwerp: Woodland, J. F. Orwick.
Ixinsimj District.— Y. K., T. H. Jacokes;
Afina, 8. Snyder; Breckcnridgo, J. F. Wallace;
Bath, supplied; Chester, S. Nelson; Charlotte,
W. Doust; Lansing, Central Church, II. M. Joy;
Dewitt, - ; Duplain, C. A Jacokes; Eaton
Rapids, James Hamilton; Fowler, 8. Snyder;
lousing, First Church, C. C. Olds; Leslie, \V. J.
Swift; Maple Rapids, S. Kitzmillor; Grand
Ledge, J. F. Freeman; Ithaca, J. 11 Cadwell;
Mason, G. D. Lee; Ovid, G. W. Sherman; Oke-
mos, supplied; Onondaga, D. C. Woodard; Pot-
temlle, M. W. Knapp; St. Johns, S. L. Hamil-
ton; St. Louis, A. M. Fitch; Victor, A T. Gray;
Vormontvillo, B. 8. Pratt
J>iij Rapids District.— Y. E., A. J. Russel;
.Etna, supplied: Amber, M. E. Bacon; Bcnona,
W. A Bronson: Big Rapids, C. L. Barnhart;
Clare, J. Gnhck: Crystal, V. G. Boynton;
Dushville, A. Searles ; Evart, J. C. Floyd ; Fre-
mont Center, I. N. Dayton; Grant, to ’be sun-
plied; Hart, W. L Tilden; Hesperia, C. B.
Holden; Howard City, Geo. Donaldson; Isa-
bella (Indian mission), supplied; Ludington,
W. Mooney; Manistee, A A Rolfe; Mount
Pleasant J. W. Halleubeck; Morloy, G. L
Mount; Pentwator, J. K. Stark; Pierson, H. D.
Jordan; Riverton. A. Potter; Reed City, J. B.
Nott; Riverton (Indian mission), J. Henry;
Shelby. W. W. Lamport; Twin Lake, supplied.
White Hall, L W. Earl.
Grand Traverse District.— Y. E., A.J. Eldred.
Almira and Inland, J. N. Staley; Boyne,
W. Heath; Boar Lake, W. M. Smith; Cadillac,
W. Barrett: Cadillac Circuit, E. F. Nowall;
Cheboygan River, W. II. Burkholder; Charle-
voix ("ludi&u mission), B. H. Whitman; Che-
boygan, to be supplied; Elk Rapids, J. A.
Bready; Frankfort, J. 8. McElwee; Glenn Ar-
bor, W. 8. Hines; Gaylord, supplied; Leroy, J.
D. McKee; Speucer Creek, S. W. Bushel; Trav-
erse City, W. H. Thompson; Williamsburg, L.
Dodds; Long Lake, C. W. Smith; Little Trav-
erse, supplied ; Manton, G. .U Whitney; Mar-
oelona and Kalkaska, O. J. Golden;* Monroe
Center and Sherman, 8. Steel and H. P. Blake;
Norwood, to be supplied; Northport, J. Green-
stoid; Old Mission, to be supplied; Petoskey,
W. 8. Sly; South Arm, to be supplied.
DETROIT CONFERENCE. ,
Detroit District.— P. E., J. M. Ful-
ler; Detroit, Central | Church, J. H. Bav-
liss; Simpson Church, supplied by W. H.
wle; Tabernacle, C. T. Allen, Jefferson
renue, 11 8. Pardington; Sixteenth Street, L
Lennox; F’ort Street, Wm. Q. Burnett
vandotte, G. W. Gwen: Trenton, A W.
ilson; Flat Rock, N. W. Pierce; Denton, 8.
lements; Wayne, T. H. Baskervillo; Dear-
>m, D. J. Odell; Plymontb, J. G. Morgan;
ortnville, J. E. Jackson ; Walled Lake, N. N.
lark; Commeroe, J. G. Spaulding; Farming-
o, W. Hagadom; Southfield, C. W. Austin;
irmlngham, A R. Bartlett; New Boston, J.H.
aster; Roval Gak.H. N. Brown; Warren, W.
. Cairndnff; Belleville, 8. L Ramsdell; Lees-
ille, J. M. Truscott; Ypeilanti, W. W. Waah-
nm; Salem and Northfleld,L H. Dean; South
yons, A 8. Fur; Brighton. J. H. Kilpatrick;
uwell, J. M. Gordon; Fowlerville, H. O.
arker; Iosco, F. W. Warren; Webbet ville, H.
odekiss ; Stockbridge, George Stow; Williams-
>n, L. C. York; Dtnsville, B. F. Pritchard;
nadilla and North Lake, W. J. Clack; Pinck-
ey, L L Houghton; Hamburgh and Whit-
loro Lake, G. F. Hoyt; Hpringwolls, supplied;
roenfleld, supplied. Arthur Edwards, editor
Northwestern Christian Advocate, member
kmtral Church Quarterly Conference. J. M.
mold, agent Superannuated Preachers’ Aid
oriety, member Simpson Quarterly Confer-
nce. L. R. Fiske, President Albion College,
lemher of Tabernacle Quarterly Conference,
-eander W. Pilcher and George R. Davis, mi»-
i Mn q r i pa tn Knrth China.
Adrian District.— Y. E., W. H. Shier; Ad-
rian, W. H. Pearce; Tecumseb, A J. Bigelow;
Fairfield, E. E. Pearman; Ann Arbor, to be
enrplied; Clinton and Maoon, Jflsse Kilpat-
rick; Manchester, J. A McUwarae; Napoleon
and Brooklvn, J. 8. Priestley; Sharon, Duke
Whiteley; Deerfield and Petersburg, E. Da we;
Lamberville, M. J. Scott; Rlissfleld, E. W. Fra-
zee; Palmyra, George Taylor; Morenm, Jacob
Horton; Hudson, J. C. Wortley ; Franklin, E. P.
Pierce; Ridgeway, A B. Wood; Augusta, W.
E. Dunning; Chelesa, J. L. Hudson: Carlton
and Scofield, J. M. Kerridge; Dexter, L P. Da-
vis ;Dlxboro, Thomas Seeley; Lima, John W.
Shank; Grass Lake, Joseph Frszfor; Henri-
etta, J. Bradley; Milan and Oakville, J. B. Rtm-
sell; Addison, O. W. Willita; Saline, D. R.
Shier; Monroe, O. J. Perrins; Medina, G. M.
Lyon; Waterloo, Alfonso Crane; Dundee, W.
M. George; Clayton, Thomas Nicholl; member
Ann Arbor Quarterly Conference, B. F. Cook-
or, Professor in Michigan Unlversitv.
Flint DistricL-Y. E., T. J. Joalln: Flint,
Court Street, J. Venning; Flint, Garland Street,
A F. Bourns; Otiaville, Wm. Birdaall; Mt
Morris, L a Tedman; Flushing, J. G. Whit-
comb; Hazolton, E. Steer; Swartz Creek, J. B.
Goss; Grand Blanc, O. Whitmore; Daviaburg,
W. H. Benton: Holly, W. E. Bigelow: Fenton,
E. E. Caster; Linden. C. Simpson; Hartland,
N. C. Lyons; Parahall ville, O. Sanborn ; Byron,
R. C. Banning; Oak Grove, J. E. Withey; Per-
ry, J. J. Hodge: Conway, G. Nixon; Milford,
E. H. Heagler; Pontiac, Thomas Stalker; Troy,
E. Craven; Utica, J. F. Davidson; Rochester,
W. C. Way; Orion, L. Barnea; Gaines, J. Wes.
ley; Vernon, Wm. Taylor; Woodhull, J. Balls;
Highland, L H. Moon ; Davison, supplied by
E D. Daniels; Clarkston, F. E. York; Oxford,
A J. Richards: Seymour. R Gage; Goodrich,
A G. Blood; Hadlev, H. W. Wnght; Lapeer,
T. J. Potter: D. O. Jacokes, Chaplain Eastern
Asylum for Insane.
Saginaw District.— Y. E., J. 8. Smart;
Reese, P. J. Wright; Millington, J. H. Cur-
nalia: Loganing Indian Mission, Wm. Tuttle;
Bay City, West Bay City, Wra. Dawe; Washing-
ton Street, John Atkinson; Fremont Avenue, J.
8. Joslin; Woodside Avenue, J. E. Diverty;
Caseville, J. H. McCune; Bay Port. B. H.
Hedger; Unionville, Wm. A Bailey; Cass City,
H. Palmer • Caro, G. H. Field ; Watrousville, R.
H. Cope; Mayville, D. W. Giblierson; Vassar,
H. C. Northrop; Tnecola, F. E Pearce ; Bridge-
port, E. Foster; Taymonth Indian Mission, to
be supplied ; East Higinaw, Jefferson Street, J.
H. McEldowney; Hess Street, O. Gibbs; Sagi-
naw City, Washington Avenue, L H. Reddick;
Ames Church, J. W. CrippinjSt. Charles, A B.
Clough; Chesaning, C. R. Kellerraan; West
Haven, H. W. Hicks; Corunna, 8. Reed; Owos-
eo, W. H. Osborne; Bennington, F. Strong;
Laingsburg, J. M. McIntosh; Burton, C. L.
Church; Ingereoll, T. B. McGee; Midland, J.
G. Bancroft; Hope, J. W. Chapman; Free-
lands, H. H. Smith.
Fort Huron District.— Y. E., L N. Elwood;
Port Huron, H. 8. White; Fort Gratiot, Wm.
Fox; Marysville, J. W. Holt; St Clair, W. J.
Campbell; Mariue City, J. E. Whalen; AJgonac,
P. It Parrish: Memphis. G. A. Maywood;
Richmond, J. It Noble; White Rock, It Bird;
Tyre, S. J. Brown; Port Hope, H. Naukervis;
Capac, A. Whitcomb: Port Austin, John May-
wood; Mt Clemons, J. F. Berry; Now Haven
and Chesterfield, John Armstrong; Armada,
J. L Walker; Lexington, T. Wilkinson; Cros-
well and Speaker, J. B. Oliver; Port Sanilac,
D. McFawn ; Forester, N. L Guthrie; Decker-
villo, J. A Dnnlap; Romeo, John Kelly; Wash-
ington. D. A. Perrin; Almont, S. Bird; Dryden,
A. It Hazen; Attica aud Goodland. 8. E.'Wav-
ren ; North Branch. W. M. Campliell ; Marlotte,
8. P. Lae; ImUy City, F. Berry, supply; Mt
Vernon and Ijikevillo, C. M. Anderson; Adair,
A. J. Holmes; Brockwwr, F. Coatee; Ruby, O.
W. Wiuton; Lakeport, J. H. Morton; Sandusky,
J. Andrew; Bad Axe, G. A Walker; Meade, J.
Bettes; Five Lakes. F. J. Galbraith, supply.
Lake Superior District.— Y. E., John Ru«-
THE HOME DOCTOR,
Food and Medicink.— Mnoh of the
ill-health of profession al and business
men comes from bad habits of eating.
Some eat so rapidly that, the food, un-
chewed, overtaxes the power of diges-
tion. Others eat excessively, and, tak-
ing little exercise, become victims to
dyspepsia. Liberal doses of medicine
ore relied ou to oure what common
sense in. diet might easily prevent.
Ohief Justice Parsons, of MaHsachusettp,
was a life-long sufferer from dyspepsia.
He imagined himself to be attacked bv
an infinite variety of diseases, and took
enormous quantities of medicines for
immediate relief. But the ohief cause
of his trouble was overeating. His son
thus speaks of his injurious habits:
“He was fond of good eating, and had
no idea of dieting. He took medicine
often, and then indulged again freely,
and neglected all exercise. He was a
great hypochondriac, fancying himself
sick, or in prospect of it, but always at-
tending to duty. He had great Satur-
day dinners, to which *my distinguished
strangers in the city were sure of an in-
vitation. There was more fnn and jol-
lity at table than is common now.”
Fever and Ague.— It will be useful
for poor people, and those in the coun-
try, away from drug stores and doctors,
to know, on the authority of Dr. Beach,
tho botanic doctor, that a strong infu-
sion of yarrow (white tansy) and bone-
sot is a good substitute for qainine in
fever and ague, or other malarious com-
plaints. The plants should be gathered
when in flower, and a double handful
of each steeped in one quart of boiling
water aud drunk freely three or four
times a day. The prescription was
given by Dominie Van Saxon, a well-
known missionary to China for thirty
years, who studied medicine and the
properties of herbs before going out,
as moat valuable for usefulness among
the poor. Though not fond of “quack-
ery” in any shape, observation of the
effects of this medicine in counteract-
ing summer debility and malarious
complaints among elderly people has
led mo to a sincere respect for the mis-
sionary’s experience, and I shall risk a
smile for recommending herb teas,
knowing the uso such homely wisdom
is to now settlers and those to whom
quinine, oven with tho tax removed, is
an expensive item. The small miseries
of life make a sum 6o truly formidable
that no one who . has proved remedies
for them is excused from giving others
the benefit.— Arein York Sun.
Bell; Marquette, C. H. Moreau; NoRauneo, D.
W. Miaeuor; Ishpomtog, John Hamilton; Re-
publican aud Champion, J. 8. Pauli’ Michipum-
mi and Humboldt, to be supplied; L’Anee and
Kawauenan Misaion, D. A. Curtis; Houghton,
B. S. Taylor; Hancock, J. Van Every; Calumet,
G. W. Lowe; Lake Linden, laaao Wilcox; Pbce-
nix aud Central, I. Sweet, one to be supplied;
Rockland, Maple Grove and Gntonagon, T. G.
Gmans; Atlantic, Isaac Johnson; Escaosba, H.
W. Thompson; Manistioue, to bo supplied:
Menominoo, to lie supplied; Bault St Mane and
Iroquois, D. B. Millar?SaultSt Mario, to besup-
nliod; Hanuahville Indian Mission, Peter
Marksman.
, Alpena (New) District.— Y. E., A J. Richards;
Alpena, J. W. Campbell: Alpena Misaion, W.
II. Allman; Alcona, Paul Desjardins; Harria-
villo, C. H. Talra&dge; Gscoda, It Woodbams;
Oacoda Indian Mission, to bo supplied; East
Tawas, J. B. Atchinson; T&was City, II.
Hawkes: Preiquelsle, tobo supplied: Cbelxiy-
g&n. N. Newton ; Bnrt Lake, to be supplied ; Gay-
lord, to bo supplied; Roscommon, to bo sup-
plied; Ggemaw, supplied by C. B. Bullock.
One Eye That Was Always Drunk.
An Allegheny physician, who, in his
way, is a great wag, tells a story of a
North Side gentleman who for years
hafl suffered from periodical attacks of
what in medical parlance is known as
superorbital neuralgia. Quinine proved
of no effect, and the sufferer was almost
crazed with pain. A kind-hearted old
lady living in the neighborhood of the
patient informed him that if he would
cut the affected nerve with a pair of
scissors or a knife it would give him no
further trouble. It so happens that
tho superorbital nerve is the one which
controls tho action of tho eyelid, and it
further happens that, when a man is in
liquor, this nerve becomes paralyzed,
aud it is this that gives a drunken per-
son such a comical expression about
the eyes. The neuralgia patient no
sooner heard what he supposed the
welcome nows from the old lady than
ho repaired to his closet and, with a
jack-knife, parted in twain tho offending
nerve, and he now greets his friends
with his right eye as sobe^ as a Quaker
in a quarterly meeting, and the left in
a highly-intoxicated condition. It now
only costs half as much as it formerly
did to go on a bender.— Pi tUsburg It
Leader. _
Killed by Wolves.
Intelligence has just been received
from Stafford cdunty, Kan., of the sad
fate that recently befell Henry Frack,
Jr., and his four oldest sons. The five
started on a gunning expedition one
morning, leaving the wife and yonnger
children alone, promising to retaro in
the evening. That evening and several
others come without the hunters. The
country is but sparsely settled, and
some days elapsed before a search-party
was secured. In a dense forest were
found the remains of the five men,
about them every evidence of an intense
struggle with the wolves and wildcats
that devoured them. The bodies were
horribly mutilated, and it was found
that the last cartridge had been ex-
hausted in the fight. Mrs. Frack, in
giving tjiese shocking particulars, asked
her father, Mr. Charles Xewhard, resid-
ing near Hokendaqua, this county, to
send her money to enable her to return
home.— Allentown (Pa.) Chronicle.
In certain towns of Germany lads
under 16 are now forbidden to smoke
in the street, the offense being punish-
able by fine or imprisonment.
Some Facts About Scarlatina.— It
is very infectious. Tho poison has
great tenacity. It is known to have
clung to clothing for years, and then
communicated the infection. Houses
that hod been carefully disinfeoted
have communicated the disease to
families moving into them. Tne poison
can be fully destroyed only by dry heat
as high as 212 deg. A person may
have the disease very mildly, or very
severely. Yet the former may give it
to another in its most malignant form.
One who seems to have it mildly may
suddenly die with it, through a par-
alysis of one of the chief serves. There
is a great difference in predisposition
to tho disease, even in tho same family.
Some whole families are strangely pre-
disposed to it; with others it is the re-
verse. A person, however, who may
bo at one time exposed to it with im-
punity, may at another time take it
from a slight exposure. Tho suscepti-
bility of adults to it is generally slight.
Tho deaths from it are mostly of per-
sons under 15— more than nine-tenths of
all. The most fatal period is from the
1st to the 5th year. Hence, if we can
guard children from it, they are com-
paratively safe for the rest of their
lives. As a general thing, a person can
have the disease but once. Still, where
the contagion is intense, both adults
and those who have once had the dis-
ease many have moderate throat symp-
toms, though without any affection of
the skin.
Chinese Proverbs.
Many of the Chinese proverbs have
their counterparts in English ; the dif-
ference of expression, however, being
in many ct^es characteristic. Thus:
“ Throw a sprat to catch a whale,” is
rendered, “ Throw a brick to allure a
gem.” “ Not to cry stinking fish,” is
rendered in Chinese, “The melon-
seller declares his melons sweet.”
14 Take care of the pence, and the
pounds will take care of themselves,”
becomes, “ Count cash as though they
were gold”— cas/t being a coin of tho
smallest denomination. Again, “ A
rolling stone gathers no moss,” is trans-
lated, “ The swallow plastering its nest
is labor lost ’’—this being a very happy
allusion to the migratory habits of the
bird. “Preparing is preventing,” an
old English expression, nos its counter-
part in, “ Get the coffin ready and the
man won’t die,” while “ Too many cooks
will spoil the broth” is rendered by
the curious expression, “ Seven hands
and eight feet.” “ There is a black
sheep in every flock” becomes, “ Crows
are black all the world over.” And the
oft-quoted saying of “ Bobbing Peter
to pay Paul ” assumes the form, “ To
pull clown the western wall to repair
the eastern.” Speaking of the scarcity
of good men, the Chinese say “ There
are two good men; one of them is
dead, the other nnbom.,,— Chambers*
Journal.
After Marriage.
“How are you getting along since
yonr marriage?” asked one friend of an-
other. “Not very well,” was the replv.
“When she gave me her hand a little
over a year ago it filled me with de-
light: but when she gives it to me now
it doesn’t delight me in the least.”
HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
Saturday, Sept, 27, 1879.
SOSZBirSB FOB 0070BBB.
The October Scribner opeoi with in im-
portant paper on “Upa and Downs in Lead-
Yille," by Ernest Ingersoll, with numerous
illuatrationa by Mrs. Mary Ailock Foote
and J. Harrison Mills. Text and pictures
occupy 28 pages, and together make a
varied and complete account of this inter-
esting region, including the discovery of
the mines, the early rush, the recent growth.
Another seasonable paper deals with
"Field Sports in Minnesota," and is writ-
ten by Charles A. Zimmerman, a noted
sportsman of St. Paul.
An exquisitely soft and beautiful engrav-
ing, by Mr. Cole, of Fortune’s “Piping
Shepherd," accompanies a poem by
Charles de Kay, suppested by the original
painting.
Under the title of "Edison’s System of
Fast Telegraphy,” Edwin M. Fox describes
the automatic telegraph which was in op-
eration for a year between New York and
Washington, and of which no full popular
account has before been published.
The subject of the fifth paper in the
Brazil series, by Herbert H. Smith, is “Rio
de Janiero,” the illustrations representing
scenery ot the city and vicinity, and the
text considering chiefly the obstacles to
American trade and manufactures, with
much of general interest.
Miss Kate Field’s sketch of W. 8. Gil-
bert, in the September number, is succeed-
ed in this by a similar account of Arthur
Sullivan, interspersed with anecdotes of
the boy and the man. A portrait accom-
panies this paper.
A stanza by Phily 0. Sulivan, entitled
“The New Year,” is the subject of a draw-
ing by Miss Maria R. Oakey, which is rich-
ly engraved by Henry Marsh, and many
other articles of interest, and beauty, too
many to mention here. Once a person
becomes accustomed to read the able pro-
ductions in this beautiful magazine, be
would hate to part with it, as with a dear
friend.
installments. Then there is a lively fish
ing story— “Mr. Carothers’ Secret,” writ-
ten by the author of “Dab Kinzer”; a
pleasant fanciful tale by Moncure D. Con-
way, and a strong home story for girls
called “What Kate Found m the Well.”
t500Bmrd.
They cure all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Blood, Liver, Nerves, Kidneys
and Urinarv Organs, and $500 will be paid
for a case they will not cure or help, or for
any thing impure or injurious found in
them— Hop Bitters. Test it.
giddithmal food.
Corded Velvet in different shades for
Dress and Cloak Trimming, at '
E. J. HARR1NGON.
A complete assortment of Fall and Win
ter Hats and Caps, from the cheapest to
the finest, and of all colors and styles.
Come early and take the first pick, at82-2w D. BERTSCH.
A fresh supply and a full assortment of
choice family groceries always on hand at
82-2 w D. BERTSCH.
Just received a large variety of ready
made Cloaks; the latest Chicago styles, at
cheaper prices than you can make them
up yourself. Also, the finest variety of
Fall and Winter Dress Goods that ever
was put on my shelves.
82-2 w D. BERTSCH.
A Remarkable Result,
It makes no difference how many Phy-
sicians, or how much medicine you have
tried, ills now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfaction in severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
are yet thousands of persons who are pre-
disposed to Throat and LUng Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Se-
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneu-
monia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
no personal knowledge of Boschee’s Ger-
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggists in America.
GREAT FALL OPENING
H-A-RRinsrCKTOlT
SEE NEW ADVERTISEMENT NEXT WEEK.
LIPPZNCOTT'S MAGAZINE.
Lippincott’s Magazine for October opens
with a very bright and amusing article, by
Margaret Bertha Wright, depicting the
rambles and experiences of a party of
American artists in Italy. The illustrations
are in keeping with the text, being full of
vivacity and point. The fourth chapter of
Dr. Oswald’s “Summerland Sketches”
treats of “The Western Sierras,” and is not
inferior to the former installments either
in the interest of the narrative or the beau-
ty of the illustrations. A third illustrated
article, “Chamois-Shooting with the Em-
peror of Austria,”* is by W. A. Baillie
Grohman, author of “Gaddings with a
Primitive People.” “Sunday in England”
is the productlfn of an English writer,
who treats his subject with that intimate
knowledge which none but a native could
be expected to exhibit. William L. Stone,
author of the well-known life of Sir Wil-
liam Johnson, relates the biography of
Lady Harriet Acland, whose heroic char-
acter and eventful career give her a prom-
inent place in the annals of conjugal devo-
tion. Edward C. Bruce writes instructive-
ly on “American Landscape-Gardening. ”
H. M. Kennedy gives an interesting account
of English in German,” and Mrs. E. B.
Duffey describes “The Burried Wealth of
South Jersey.”
“Through Winding Ways,” which has
proved one of the most attractive serials
ever published in the Magazine, is con-
cluded in this number, and there are sev-
eral short stories suited to different tastes.
“The Monthly Gossip” is entertaining as
usual, and the number on the whole is as
readable as any of its predecessors.
Take Warning.
Directly around each bronchial tube
where it enters the lungs, are about 20.000
minute air cells— in the entire lungs 600,-
000,000. A slight cold producing, bron-
chial inflammation, a gathering of phlegm
and a slight difficulty in breathing quickly
involves the 20,000 air cells, and finally,
if not remedied, the whole six hundred
million become clogged with pus which
must be healed or life will soon terminate.
The world’s great lung remedy. Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption,
readily heals and permanently cures the
very worst cases of lung diseases, Coughs,
Colds, Tickling in the Throat, Asthma,
Hoarseness and difficulty of breathing in
the shortest time possible. Trial bottles
ten cents. For sale by Ueber Walsh, Hol-
land, Michigan.
FUMirUBE !
PRICES WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE
LOWEST I
SAJICAlCJREglEDCJllESEiof WHITESTHE
PAGINAL PASimp
ST. NICHOLAS FOB 00T0BEB.
The October number of St. Nicholas
closes the sixth volume of the magazine
with an array of features hard to match in
interest for the little folks.
Louisa M. Alcott contributes the open-
ing story entitled “Jimmy’s Cruise in the
‘Pinafore,’ ” a charming narrative illus-
trated with fine portraits of characters in
the “Children’s Pinafore,” which will de-
light every boy and girl who has heard the
famous operetta.
The Elevated Railroads of New York
are described in a long article by Charles
Barnard, and with it are given eight admir-
able pictures of various views along the
lines of the three New York Roads.
“Noah’s Ark Ashore,” is the title of an-
other desciptlve article which will be eager-
ly read by every boy and girl. It is a well
told narrative of a visit to a queer “Ark”
on the Amazon river which a kind hearted
native had turned into a sort of asylum for
beasts of various kinds.
Besides these, there is a timely little pa-
per telling alt about the strange doing! and
mysteries of “Halloween," aud Illustrated
with a lovely frontispiece; while a vefy
“Curious Monastery” is shown in a full-
page picture.
Of Stories there is a capital budget, be-
gining with the two aerials “Eyebright”
and “A Jolly Fellowship,” which ore both
concluded in this number with “climax”
New Goods Just Received !
Stock Complete I Quality Unexcelled!
OIL CLOTHS,
RUGS, CARPETS,
• SPRING BEDS,
WALL-PAPER,
CURTAINS,
Of all Deacrlptiona.
SEWING MACHINES
Ol all kinds and price*.
OLD MACHINES taken in exchange, and re-
paired.
NEEDLES. OIL. ATTACHMENTS and PARTS
for all Sewing Machine*.
Also, a Complete Stock of
COFFINS, CASKETS,
SHROUDS and
TRIMMINGS
Always on hand.
We are alao Agent* for the Celebrated ANTI-
SEPTIC FLUID for preaerv-
ing the Dead.
tST Pleaae come and give us a call.
P-gno. _ H. MEYER & CO.
^tli’ertiscracnts.
READ! READ! READ!
The arrival of the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods al
F. & A. Steketee
Conaiata of a complete aaaortment of
Fall and Winter Shawls
Alio, A FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.
A Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Fall and Winter.
A large aaaortmeut of Woolen Blanketa, Horae
Blanket!. Giovca. Hoalery, and corda of
Bleached and Unbleached Cottona.
All Kindi of Underwear for Men, Women,
and Children.
A large variety of HOOPSKIRTS, and a Splendid
CORSET for 25 centa.
A FULL LINE OF FANCY BASKE18.
BOOTS AND SHOES,
RUBBER GOODS,
SLIPPERS, ETC.
A fUll line and freah anpply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES-the choicest brands. ’
Our 40-eent TEA always on hand.
fySALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
Como and aeo our selections of Dutch Woolen
1 arns, Table Oil-Cloiha, and Ginghams aud Call-
coca in endless variety.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Ktintd in the Uvatment of a large number of caart under
WOMEN ~
’MAIDENS
OAU.XD
LEUCORRHEA,
Fluor Albua
_ JOrWniTfiHj
.Ao
#ff°n.(Wro . n*,,n Unp'Utal* toothing and reiterative
effect. Hie application of the remedy I* attended with no
pmn or unpl«w«antne»i, and doe* not interfere with the or
dinary punult* and p caiurca oflife. Circulara are tent in
perfectly plain envelope*, aemrely aealed from obiervation.
remedy put up in neat plain boxetol three tixn, with
fnl I direction* Injlde. No. 1, (enough to lait a month.)
85; No 2, (enough to] ait two monthi). |8 : No 3..,ait|iir
tlyw monthi, and ample for cure, excepting in chronic
cft»ot) |IO. With each box we tend a Female Pyrii.ee
and »omeTonicPilli,aianxlliarie*tothe remedy.
uminmea in roit many lady in dellrata heal
‘ bciugathoroughly practical treatlieontliladiu..* ^  .
Prof, nairii* Vaginal Partillei can be obtained only from
HARRIS REMEDY CO.RF’G. CHEMISTS.
Markst and 8tb Sts. •T. LOUIS. MO.
TRUTHS.
HOP BITTERS,
(A Medicine, not a drink,)
CONTAINS
HOPS, BUCHU. MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,
And tue PcnEsr an» Best Medical Quali-
ties OF ALL OTUKK BlTTEKS.
THEY CURE
All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,
Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Urinary Or-
trans, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,
Female Complaints and Drunkenness.
•lOOO in Gold
Will be paid for a case they will not
cure or help, or for anything impure
or injurious found in them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and
free books, and try the Bitters before
you sleep. Take no other.
Hop Cough Cure and Pain Belief is
the Cheapeet, Surest and best.
For sale by J. o. DUESBURG.
Sheriff^ Sale.
VTOTICE ia hereby given, that by virtue of an
execution Issued out of the circuit court of
the county of Muskegon, In favor of Samuel
R. Sanford and Samuel B. Peck, against
the goods and chattels, and real estate, of
John W. Hopkins and William M. Ferry
In my baliwlck, which execution has been to me
directed and delivered, I did on the second day of
August. 1SJ9. levy upon and take all the right, title
and interest of the said John W. Hopkins In and
to the following described real estate situated in
the county of Ottawa and State of Michigan, viz :
Lots one, two, three, fonr, five, six, seven, eight,
nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, flf-
teen, Sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, of block
one; Lots three, four, live, six, seven, eight, nine,
ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen and
sixteen, of block two; Lota one, two. three, fonr,
five, six, seven, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fonr-
teen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, oi
block three; Lots one, two, three, fonr, five, six,
seven, eight, nine, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen
and fourteen, of block fonr, all In Hopkins’ addi-
tion to the city of Grand Haven; part of Lot one
hundred and one of the city of Grand Haven, de-
scribed as follows: commencing forty feat west-
erly of northeast corner of said Lot one hundred
and one, thence west along northerly line twenty-
two and one half feet, thence south at right angles
sixty-six feet, thence east at right angles twenty-
two and one-half feet, thence at right angles north-
erly sixty-six feet to beginning; westerlv half of
lots seventy-one and seventy-two. and all of lot
one hundred and fifty-eight of said city of Grand
Haven, and cast three-fourths of lots two hnndred
forty-one and two hundred forty-two of original
plat of said city of Grand Haven.
The southwest quarter of section four, township
seven, north, range fifteen west.
Undivided half of west half of south fraction of
northeast fractional quarter of section twenty-one,
township eight, north, range sixteen west, nine-
teen and twenty-two one-hundredths acres. All
of which I shall expose for sale at pnbllc anctlon,
to the highest hinder, at the front door of the
court hoqse In the city of Grand Havei, In said
county, on the Flr«t Day of October, 1879,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dated August 15th, 1879.
JOGS VERPLANKE,
Sheriff of Ottawa County, Michigan.
Smith, Nimh &, Erwin, Attorneys. 27-7w.
Fanning Lands for Sale.
120 acres in Olive. Best land In the town.
40 acres In Olive. Very good land and well
situated.
80 acres near Ventura Postofflce In Holland.
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town,
ship, a large part cleared. First rate fruit land-
Apply to ’ H. D. POST,
Holland, Mich.
The Saugatuck House.
E. D. BILLINGS, Phopiuhtor.
Since there Is no stage line or boat line that
gives ns a connection with tho city of Holland, we
call the attention of the pnbllc to the only reliable
route to and from Saugatnck, via: The beautlfnl
little steamer Twilight makes two trips ner day
from Saugatnck to Richmond, connecting with the
Chicago and West Michigan railroad— the nearest
railread station.
w^Hie Hotel has a livery stable In connection
BOARD BY THE DAY OR WEEK.
Delightful Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc.
Good Accommodations, charges moderate.
2S-lv.
Farms for Sale.
160 acres, three miles north of the city, on the
Grand Haaen road, with dwelling and orchard.
120 acres, of which ten are cleared, situated in
the township of OllTe, near Cole’a mill. Good
house.
00 acres of land In Section 21, of tho township
of Holland Alao 60 acres, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sandy land, adjoining Dirk Panlai’, In
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reaaouable
terms. Inquire of
_ „ , „ M. D. HOWARD.
Holland, Sept. 16, 1879. 82-tf.
Now Is your time to insure against dam-
age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown
Insurance Cqpipnny. Apply to
L. T. RANTERS.
Mortgage Sale.
pxEFAULT having been made In the conditions
LJ of payment of a certain Indentnre of Mort-
gage, made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Har-
rison his wire, of the township of Olive, county
of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, to Mattalena
Menegna. of the township of Bangor, county of
Van Buren. and State of Michigan, hearing date
the twenty-fifth day of January. A. D. eighteen
hnndred and seventy-eight, and duly recorded In
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
county, State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
of Mortgages in said office, on the twenty-seventh
day of May, A. D. eighteen hundred and seventy,
eight, at half past two o’clock In the afternoon of
that day, upon which said mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollars and
sixty-one cents ($."178.61), and no suit or proceed-
ings having been instituted at law or In equity to
recover tho debt now remaining secured »y said
mortgage or any part thereof: Notice is therefore
hereby qxten. That by virtue of the power of sale
In said mortgage contained, said mortgage will be
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
Monday, the Seventeenth (17th) day of
November, A. D. Eighteen Hnndred
and Seventy-nine (1879), At one o'clock
in the afternoon, at the front door of tho Ottawa
county circuit conit house. In the city of Grand
Haven, (said court house being the place of hold-
ing the circuit court within the countv In which
tho lands and premises described in snla mortgage
are situated), at public vendue to tho highest bid-
der; the lands and premises In said mortgage
described, being to-wlt: All that certain piece or
parcel ol land situate and being In the township
of Olive, county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
and described as follows, to-wlt : The south three-
fourths (Xth*) of tho west half of the southeast
quarter of section eighteen (18) In town six (6)
north of range fifteen (IS) west, containing sixty
(«") acres, or so ranch thereof as may be necessary
to satisfy the amount dne on said mortgage, with
interest at the rate of ten per cent per year, and
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
attorney's foe of twenty five dollars as In said
mortgage agreed and provided.
Dated Holland, August 20th, A. D. 1879.
MATTALENA MENEGUA, Mortgagee.
HENRY D. POST, Attorney for said Mortgagee.
SOMETHING NEW.
A Cheap Circulating Library.
I propose to establish a CHEAP Circulating
Library. All who wish to subscribe, call and find
out about It.
H. D. POST.
FRUIT BASKETS.
The Best in the Market ^
Constantly kept on hand and for sale at current
prices, by
H. D. POST.
Order of Publication.
OTATE OF MICHIGAN, Tho Twentieth JudicialO Circuit, in Chancery.
Suit pending In the Circuit Conrt for the County
of Ottawa In Chancery, at the city of Grand Ha-
ven In said county, on the 13th day of September,
A. D. 1879.
CHARLES W. SHERMAN, 1
Complainant.
EVA J. SHERMAN,
Defendant. _
Upon dne proof hy affidavit on file that Ev". J.
Sherman, the defendant In this cause. Is a non-
resident of the said State of Michigan, and Is now
a resident of another of these United States, to-
wlt, of the State of New York, and on motion of
Lowing A Cross, solicitors for complainant, it is
ordered that the said defendant cause her appear-
ance to be entered In said cause within three
months from the date of this order, and cause
notice thereof to he served on said complainant's
solicitors, and In case of her appearance, that sh*j
cause her answer to complainant’s hill of com-
plaint. to be filed and a copy thereof served on
said complainant’s olicitors within twenty days
after service on her. or her solicitors, of a copy of
said hill and a notice of this order, and in default
thereof that said hill he taken ns confessed bv
said defendant. And It Is further ordered, that
within twenty days from the date of this order, thu
complainant cause a copy of this order to be pub-
lished In the Holland Crrr News, a newspaper
published and in circulation in said county ot
Ottawa, once In each week for six siiccessivo
weeks, or cmisc a copv of this order to be served
personally on said defendant at least twenty days
before the time prescribed herein for her appear-
ance.
EDWIN BAXTER. Circuit Court Commissioner,
in and for Ottawa County, Michigan.
Lowing A Cross, Solicitors for Complainant.
[A True Copy.]
Attest: Alfued A. Tract, Register in Chancery.
32- 7w.
FOR SALE.
jNE-ACRE LOT, on Land street, fronting
west, between 11th and lith streets, with
WANTED.
A GOOD, steady girl for honse work, who can
cook, wash and iron, can have a good, per-
manent situation and a good home in a small
family, by applying at Mre. M. F. WHEELER’S
Millinery Store, Holland, Mich. The girl will be
required to go to Platnwcll, Mich., and railroad
fare will be furnished. The wages will be from
$1.76 to $2.0U per week. 81 tf.
FORSALE.
A SPAN of working horses, donhle wagon and
harness, will sell cheap for cash, or good
time paper.„ M. D. HOWARD.
Holland, August 18. 1879. »7-6w.
FORJjALE.
TWENTY ACRES of the choicest fruit land,
JL partly cleared, situated about one-half mile
southeast of the city limits. Easy terms. For
/urthcr Information apply at
- THIS OFFICE.
house, main part 16x24 fee
kitchen of 13x16. Mr. C. D. ,
premises at present, where th
chase may apply for Inspectloi
will be sold cneap; small payra
ance on time. And will he foi
tho south % of the west W of 1
Apply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmore,
this office.
foot high, and a
occupies the
* Ing to pur-
premises
i, the bal-
tho map as
block A.
______ or at
33-8 mo.
MEAT MARKET
— IN THE —
FIRST WARD.
SSSSSS
trade.
The stand ia one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Hardware StSon’s ore.
, Holland. July 14, 1878.
W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOEREN,
Books and Stationery.
I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery, etc., nt.the lowest prices
* * - rkc*
P
V
of the mar er.
H. D. POST.
iattiugsi.
W heat is worth a dollar, aud the farm-
ers smile all over.
Rev. Flower will preach in Grace (Epis-
copal) church to morrow evening.
r Quite a mumber of our cttizens took in
" the Grand Rapids Fair on Thursday and
Friday last.
Mr. Seda Ledeboer went to Ann
Arbor on Thursday morning last to take
his finishing course in medicine.
The steam tug Gem is laid up with a
broken shaft. Capt. Henry expects to
have her running again in a day or two.
The finest and largest grapes>^<^5?^
son were displayed by Messrs. H. Bacon
and Thos. S. Purdy. Some of them were
as large as plums.
Our street commisioner is filling the
holes in River street with sifted grafel.
Such repairing counts, aud will be the
cheapest in the end.
On Wednesday night last, burglars broke
into the store of Geo. W. Miller, at Grand
Haven, and took a lot of razors, knives,
revolvers, etc. No clue yet to thfe thieves.
-  — -  /
Our hotels are doing a tip-top business.
On monday night last there was not one
vacant bed in the thr^e hotels. From this
we can infer that travel must be on the in-
crease.
Tub Zeeland grist mill is running night
and day.
Miss Marion Howard has returnet
from a visit to her relatives at Grand
Haven.
Early on Thursday morning we had a
severe frost, which made grapevines look
very sick.
Mu. H. Brinkman, of Kalamazoo, for-
merly of th’s city, was in town this week
on a short visit.
The first story of the new schoolhouse
is nearly completed, and the second floor
will be laid next week.
- --- \
We had the pleasure to meet Messrs:
C. W. McLean and P. Van Vlissingen this
week. They are on a visit and at the same
time to talk with some of their friends
about the contemplated Holland colony in
North Carolina. ^
Now we have got corn that beats the'
eleven feet corn of which we made pre-
vious mention. •; Mr. Albert Fairbanks
brought us two corn-stalks that measure
thirteen feet each, with correspondingly
large ears. Who can beat this!
Rev. L. H. Shumate, of Berlin, Mich.,
has arrived' with his family, and will
preach in the M. E. church to-morrow.
Rev. H. Uiterwljk lectured to a good
audience in Hope Church on Tuesday eve
niug last, on our public school system.
. - -««»• -
One] day this week the Plugger Mills
shipped two car loads of flour and feed to
their regular customers along the railways.
Immense stocks of winter goods have
been received at Steketee’s and at Harring-
ton this week. There is no room to spare
in their large buildings.
W e all have our preferences; but no one
prefers to hear a crying baby when the
fact is so well known that Dr. Bull’s Baby
Syrup would at once quiet it.
Yellow fever is still raging at Memphis
and a few cases in other villages in the
South, although hopes are entertained
that the epidemic will soon end.
The front of the Lyceum Hall is nearly
completed and looks very appropriate, to
say the least. The flac-staft' is up and
^firmly planted. Work is progressing first
rate.
Deputy Sheriff Vaupell returned
from the interior of Illinois with a prison-
er, Geo. S. Eddy, on Thursday last. This
is one of the alleged parties implicated in
the burglary of Jones «fc Co.’s store, at
Olive Centre, a few years ago.
Since business is picking up we have
noticed that the criminal business is not
far behind in the race. Our shcrifi',
deputy sheritt's, marshal, constables, jus-
tices of the peace and prosecuting attor-
ney have had a good business 1
List of letters remaining in the Post-
)fflce at Holland, Mich., Sept. 25th, 1879:
John Calvin, Mrs. Nancy Walker, David
Gibson, B. Brown, Geo. E. Hendricks.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
v
at Hucfsonvill^,
<1
The railroad station
about half way between this city and
Grand Rapids, was broken into on Thurs-
day night last, after twelve o’clock, and
about thirty dollars in money were taken.
As yet we have heard of no clue to the
burglars.
On our first page will be found the ora-
tion which Rev. Uiterwijk was to deliver
at the laying of the corner stone of the
new school house, but which was inter-
rupted by rain. It is worth reading, and
preserving. We had to dispense with our
Farmer’s Column in order to crowd it into
one issue.
The work of building the superstruc-
turo^on the new cribs at the harbor is pro-
gressing nicely. It is expected to be fin-
ished in about ten days; aud the prepara-
tory work to move the pier light to the
extreme end of the south pier is also well
under way.
Our correspondent at Overijsel reports
that Dr. II. L. Ash and Mr. J. Dangre-
mond have been on a trip to Detroit .....
Miss Dina Koning has returned from visit-
ing friends in Grand Haven ..... Mr. Sebo
Doornkaat, residing near East Saugatuck,
accidentally shot himself through the hand
with a revolver one day las
The studies at Hope Coljpg
menced on Wednesday of last week, and
with a larger number of pupils than ever
before— 117. It js surprlrfng grata
many citizens thht a lart^r numfler of Stu-
dents should afesent themself afteriuch
a heroic (?k4Utempt Xo kill jllie college by
the preluded figging a^inst mftsonry,
and evoh after sj/me of thbse hej/ic fight-
ers hid ad visqa several /f the old students
to stay at hmne.
Shortly after our paper wks printed
last week we learned that the propeller
Heath, owned by Capt. R.C. Brittain, had
been beached a little north of St. Joseph
harbor. She was hauled off by the U. B.
tug, and towed inside subsequently, but
rumors are afloat that she is so badly
damaged that it will hardly pay to repair
her. We sympathizo with Capt. Brittain
whose efforts deserve better su
While the barge D. R. Ho
towed from Grand Haven to this port on
Moodtvy night last, one of her crew,
known as “ Bob McCambridge," fell over-
board and was drowned, when the barge
was about three miles north of this harbor.
We are told that the man had consumed
a quart of alcohol during the night, and
his falling overboard is ascribed to intox-
ication. His body has not yet been found.
'Irgb-were com-
Very innocently an Irish newspaper
concludes its account of an imposing cere-
mony: “The procession was very fine,
being nearly two miles long, as was also
the prayer of the Rev. Mr. McFadden.”
Any person having the misfortune to
have a lamp accident resulting in loss of
property, or what is worse, the death of
some member their family which might
have been prevented by using the Harris &
Smith Safety Lamp, will have everlasting
cause for regret and self-blame, as they
are kept for sale at the lamp stores, as
every person knows.
The Happiest Man in America is Mr.
E. C. White of South Hadley Falls. Mass.,
he was nearly blind, and Pettit’s American
Eye Salve cured him, besides curing sore
eyes for eight persons that were nearly
blind for long time . It is the only reliable
remedy, viz: Petitt’s American Eye Salve.
Price 25 cents. Sold by T. E. Annis and
Co., Druggists & Apothecaries. Holland,
Mich.
The following are the arrivals and
clearances as reported at the custom house
up to Thursday night:
ARRIVED.4
Sept. M-Schr. Marla from Milwaukee, light.
.. 23 — “ The Hope from Ludlngton, 80,
feet lumber. 15.000 ahinglce.
Four Bros, from Chicago, 32 cords
stone.
Wollin from Chicago. 800 bu. corn.
Norma from Manistee, 100 brls.
lime, 50,000 lath.
CLEARED.
Sept. 22-Schr. Msna to Milwaukee. 1,000 bkts.
peaches and grapes, 40 bu.
peaches.
The Hope to Lndlngton.l ton but-
ter. 175 bkts. grapes, 25 bkts.
peaches. 50 bu. apples, 75 lbs.
honey, 25 cabbages. ,
Four Bros to Chicago, so cds.wood.
Wollin to Racine, 55,000 ft. lumber.
Norma to Cheboygan, 12,000 brick.
2t>0 bu. potatoes, 250 bkts grapes.
Mr. Andrew Little showed us two po-
tatoes of the Early Rose variety that weigh
2/£ pounds apiece. ' He avers that these
were not the largest, but a fair average of
abyut one-third of the largest of the whole
crop. Who can beat this?
25—
The Orondmt announces a market dnj\
to be held at Graafschap, Mich., on
Wednesday the 8th day of October; and
we are requested in writing to announce a
market day in Zeeland on the same day.
This market day business is becoming mo-
notonous, especially when Zeeland and
Graafschap want to have one on the same
day. These market days have outgrown
their day of usefulness; they are a farce at
present; and it is high time that all the
surrounding villages and this city joined
Lhands to create one large Colony Fair to
ast four or five days. We call upon our
ading progressive farmers and fruitgrow*
rs to take the lead in this movement, j
It was stated, a few days since, that
retary Sherman intended to redeem the
greenbacks in gold and silver at all the
aub-Treasuries, commencing the first of
this week. It now turns out that there is
an old law against such redemption at any
point other than New York. So that
ipecie resumption is still to continue, to
levast mass of the people, merely "a
imise to the ear only to be broken to the
•pe.” But the Secretary is prepared
Jith his word of comfort He says that
tie people really prefer greenbacks to gold,
this the ordinary individual might con-
luently reply, “Then what was the need
resuming r’—CAi. Daily N«m.
Our Salem correspondent surprises his
friends with the announcement of the
marriage of Dr. O. N. Moon to Miss Min-
nie Van Zee, on Saturday of last week.
They have already gone to housekeeping.
We wish them a long and happ^y life ......
Mr.-sJas. Briggs has recovered from a se-
vere illness. Gordon & Myres’ steam
thrasher has copiplcted its work for the
season ..... A Salem merchant wants 500
bushels of peach pits. Probably more
peach trees will be planted next year than
formerly. Mr. Wm. Lear .has purchased
a home from J. 8. Warner, and Mr. Wm.
Heck has just completed the building of a
new residence on “Popular” street .....
The roads are in good condition, notwith-
standing the heavy rains of late.
•Last week, when the Saugatuck people
were informed that Mr. Ronayne was to
come aud disturb their peace, the Com-
mercial anticipated his coming in the fol-
lowing manner: “Edgar Ronayne, ‘the
snide mason,' is to put in an appearance
in Saugatuck Wednesday, Sept. 24, and
treat us to a dose of the twaddle that other
towns in the State have been Inflicted
with. The man is a liar in whatever light
he is viewed and sensible people are not
apt to take slock in such ns he.” We
learn that he was to speak in the Odd Fel-
low Hall, out of which expression some of
our local celebrities (?) want to make a
big thing, as usual. For the information
of the public we would have it understood
that said hall is a public hall bearing that
name. Mr. Ronayne can no more get an
Odd Fellow lodge-room for his nonsense,
than he can enter heaven without a radical
cure from his humbuggery.
--- -«•»- 
The Synod of the Reformed Dutch
Christian Church was held at Oort, begin-
ning on August 19. Rev. Drs. Audrew
Thomson and James Taylor were present
as delegates from the United Presbyterian
Church of Scotland, and Rev. Dr. Murray
Mitchell and Rev. Win. Gillies from the
Committee on Missions of the General
Presbyterian Council. On their arrival at
the railway station at Dort on the 20th, the
deputies were met by a deputation from
the Synod and were conveyed to the Hotel
Bellevue, where they were entertained at
the expense of the Synod. The Synod as-
sembled in one of the two churches be-
onging to the denomination in Dort, the
place made more solemn by the fact tlfat
the pastor of the church had expired while
officiating in the pulpit a week or two be-
fore. Every arrangement had been made
or the comfort of the members.
Tiiere was some attention §ven to orna-
ment. A number of beautiful evergreens,
tastefully arranged, were growing behind
the Moderator’s chair, and along that end
of the church. On one side of him was
his Adsessor, and on the other the clerks
of the court. In front of the chair sat
the professors, the Director of Missions,
some of the senior ministers, and the
deputies from abroad, among whom, in
addition to those already named, were
visitors from Belgium and Prussia. On
either side sat the ministers and elders at
two long tables. In front of them lay
wrijing materials, and printed papers
bearing on the business of the Synod,
pipes, tobacco, cigars and matches, which
were not left unused; and from time to
time coffee was quietly handed round by
tne officer of the court. At intervals a
verse or two of a Psalm was sung with
great fevor. The audience was composed
chiefly of men. who seemed to follow the
proceedings with great interest. The
Scotch deputies were heard on the 21st,
and by the request of the Moderator the
venerable Professor Van Valzen replied in
a brief but very warm and cordial ad-
dress. We are indebted to the Week’ j
Review, Presbyterian, London, for these
particulars.— C'/irwfwm Intelligencer.
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy
j\ist received at L. T. KANTERS.
i OYSTERS! OYSTERS! We are pre-
pared to serve out Freah Oysters, either
by the can or by the dish, in every style.
83 2w. PES3INK BROS.
Benefactors.
When a board of eminent physicians
and chemists announced the discovery
that by combining some well known valu-
able remedies, the moat wonderful medi-
cine was produced, which would cure
such a wide range of diseases that most
all other remedies could be dispensed with,
many were sceptical; but proof of its mer-
its by actual trial has dispelled all doubt,
and to-day the discoverers of that great
medicine, Hop Bitters, are honored and
blessed by all as benefactors.
Immense! Immense!
The Pessink Bros, are still keeping up
their reputation of taking the lead in this
city in the cigar business. Try an M and
N. stubb, or a D and F, or a Cuba cigar
La Garita, among the 10 cant specimens,
or if yon wish for the best 5 cent cigar in
the country, take the Doctor’* Pracrip-
tion, and the Perfection; or, the celebrated
Virginians, 2 for 5 cents; or if notsstisfled
with them, then try them all, only 26
brands on hand. Come in and we will
show them to you, as well aa our large
stock of tobaccos. rPESSINK BROS.
Special Notice !
Ilavtnejugt returned from the Ewtcm Markete,
we would respoctfally cell the attention of our pat-
rona and the public at large to the fact that our
extensive and magnificent stock of '
Has arrived, and will be ready for Inspection on
Monday, September 15th.
Onr stock this season is one of the largest and
best ever brought to this city, consisting oi all the
latest
French, English and Ger-
man Novelties
In the market. Particular attention ia called to
our very extensive
DEESS GOODS
Department, In which will be found all the newest
designs in French, English and German, as well as
Domestic Manufactures. We also call special atten-
tion to our line of ALL WOOL
CASHMERES
In all the leading new shades, at tub vkrt low
price op 5<k:. per yard, which we claim to be
the best irver sold at this prifco. Also a very large
line of
Domestic Dress Goods
The latest styles lor ISjfc upward.
Plain ami Brocaded Silks
and Satins,
TO MATCH DRESS GOODS.
CLOAKS!
Our Cloaks and Dolmans were purchased early
in the season, and manufactured to our order.
Elegant new styles of Cloaks. $4.00 aud $5.00.
Strictly all wool Cloaks. $8.00.
Elegant Dolmans, $10,00.
Also a full line of Paris and Berlin made Cloaks
and Dolmans at exceedingly low prices.
Also a very large stock of
Blankets, Flannels and
Beavers,
Which we bought In June, which enables ns to sell
them fully 10 per cent below present value.
Our assortment will be found very complete In
every department, and our prices guaranteed as
low as any In the trade.
We employ none except polite clerks, who will
show goods cheerfully, and samples will be sent to
any part of the dfy or country when desired.
I If. ffliSG,
Corner Canal and Bronson,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Strictly One Price EHtabliehment
FIRST WARD
DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.
Dr.H.A.Sclioiiteii,
FXlOFXttXTOa..
This new atore will keej^a foil anpply of the beat
Hiditm PffktriH, Toilit Melt, Cigtn,
Wrltiag Material, Banff,
And the flneat assortment of
Wines & Liquors,
(for Medicinal use only,)
And almost everything elae belonging In a well
stocked drug store.
PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
FOB BPEBMATOBBHffiA.
— TH3D-— —
SEMINAL PASTILLE
ktl SriiM, u Miirtly
Ntw m« MitWalv •*K‘-
>*• EmmAv f«r Um *p«rir
pomuMt Cara tf
Bemlnal Xmlasiona *
Impotonoy by tba only
* ----- Till Direct
The above firm are the manufacturera of DR.
SCHOUTEN’S
ANTI-BILIOUS m EZFSCTOBAKT FILLS
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
Prescription! carefully compound at all hoars,
day or night.
A Largo and Fine
3STEW stock:
— OF —
SOOTS & SHOES
- Just received at -
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles' and Gcntleman'a wear. 1
-- : o :-
CALL AND SEE US.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1877.
E. HEROLD.
JUST RECEIVED
AT TUB
Millinery Store
of
E. F. METZ & SISTER,
A LARORlAND
COMPLETE FALL STOCK
HATS, BONNETS,
FEATHERS,
RU88IA8,
TIES,
HOSIERY,
AND ALL KINDS OF
GLOVES,
• FANCY GOODS.
Warner's Health Preierving Ooneti.
Halr-Drcsslng done, and Swltchca made to order.
Call Id and see our selections. We shall deem It a
pleasure to show our goods.31-3mo. E. F. MITZ 4 SISTER.
PHtENIX PLANING MILL.
MKkly 4i»olf«4 u4 «ooo MbMited, prodociu u lam*,
fllato Modimy ind reitontire tfffct upon Ikr miui! ted
= x: sars
ion to Soolaty, Mil, •to, and ihi trpaauae* of prema-
ytara. Thl* nod* of IrtiUnoat bu tiood Um tool ia riry
uun nm, aad hoowa proaoaacad raccau. Druxi art
too Back proacribod la thtaa Irostlu, aad, a* man. caa baar
« to patlUftly guarantee that It will gita aaUafaotion.-
Dario* tha. ihryaar. that it bu baaa la paarU^Wb.M
.... --- a ---- - ---- - -------- i aoitraaaaM
afthraaUlM.
(••ciaai ta
bis*(lutiaf afar thraa monthi, will Mop ___
«i(or ta tha want taaat.) 17. Saat by Bail, Mai ad. la'auia
pi'nTEACu'&r^101'8 ^
* ..... “ Vaaphla* flvlnc Aaataaieal
I cooviDcr tba bum! ikrpt^ii
(
S*ad tor a Daierlptlva
I willHluMraliaoi, whit ___ _______ ___ _
that th,y caa ba raatorrd ta partatt Baahoad,' aad
HARRIS REMEDY CO. MFfl. CHEMISTS.
Market and 8th SU. ST. LOUIS. MO.
)
Joslin&Breyman,
Manufacturers of
DOORS, SASH,
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,
Having recently purchued tbo Phoenix Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than ever to do
all kinds of
Scroll Sawing of all
done to order.
kinds
Also Planing, Match-
ing and Resawing.
Any one of the above articles made to order to
any size or measnre on short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.
Cor. River A Tenth sts.
. 88- lr
Watchmakers J) Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
. v . , om*n» toy* tnd fi* mske money faster
at work for us than at anything else. The work ia
‘wbtand pleaaant, and such as anyone can go right
at. Thoae who are wise who see this notice will
•end na their addresaea at once and see for them
elves. Coatly outfit and terms free. Now la tne
time. Thoae already at work ar&laylng up large
Httns of money. Addreaa TRUE 4 CO., Aguata,Maine. , iq_iw
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Full Ittee of Cold Peas*
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoiaand, March 84, 1878. 8-lj.
KAMI m LOST, MM!
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impo-
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedi-
menta to Marriage, etc.; alao Conaompt Ion, EdIJ.
epay and FUa Induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance, 4c.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Bwav.
clearly demonatratce, from a thirty yean* success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequencea of
every sufferer, no matter what his condiUon mav
b^miy care hlmaelf cheaply, privately andratff
dr This Lectare should be In the hands of
every vouth and every man In the land.
Sent free under seal, In a plain envelope, to any
address,
Addreaa the Publishers, 18-lr
to mWELL MUL C0„
41 Am It., tfav York; Post Office Box. 45M.
ITHE END OF THE WORLD.
BY CABBIE V BHAW.
I rochBthlnR could b« that the aid wind* low
monotone '
•m bearing tor the lait time aa I*m Bitting here
alone;
If thla great world ahQnld suddenly stand still and
cold aa Btone,
Wbat an awe-struck multitude would atand con-
fronting the Unknown I
la the paaslon of the anguiah of the moment drear
and lone,
Bxrald I find the Icy barrier that pride baa raised
down-thrown !
Would the deep, deapairing bitterness that tiiged
the dark years flown
Fhde away when we were standing on the brink of
time alone?
Obi 1 journey me through darksome swamps
where cypress leaves lie atrown;
1 could ertss black gulfs, though jutting rocks left
feet all bleeding, tom:
Though falling timben blocked my way, o'er
mounds of crumbling stone
leonld lournev through the darkness, ’neath the
solemn skiea, alone.
Tor the sake of the dear dream I dreamed, ere
uiidom's a lass had shown
All vanity and weakness, and the heart had bitter
grown; ' •
Tor that aweet illusion's sake I could forget the
aad years flown,
And wander— fainting, dying— till I found him, all
alone.
Obi then, could I forget the cruel bond that pride
has grown?
With the night of death around us and his dear
face near my own.
Standing there amidst Ihe ruins, where pale, weird
limits, flickering, shone,
Then I need not fear to tell him how I worshiped
him alone.
Shall I tell him how my nature, strange, the world
had never known?
And, misjudged by those I loved, how I might
stand or fall alone;
That I was not cold and haughty, that I reaped not
as 1 had sown,
But that I was very weary and would smile death
welcome home?
Or, shall I wait, as I have wailed all my life,
alone,
With the darkness of the shadows of death's orgies
round me thrown.
With the Dead Sea fruit I cherished once to taste-
less ashes grown?
Shall I wait, as I have waited all mv weary life,
alone,
With no one near in all the throng that I can call
my own:
With the wreck of falling worlds about my helpless
feet thick strown:
The heart's wild tumult blending the chill wind’s
surge and moan?
shall watch and wait, as I have watched and wait-
ed, all alone.
shall note with lonely eyes the changeless love
to others shown,
While I shiver with the death-damp of the night
dews, all alone,
While I feel my brow grow colder than the slab of
marble stone,
On which I lean awaiting there the last great call,
alone.
1 *h all note the tears ot others, but my hapless
tears have flown—
They were shed o'er those dear forms beneath this
slab of marble stone.
Rethinks I could not weep through all Death's
mysteries now made known,
I have wept so much-while waiting through these
dreary years alone .....
I shall stand alone reclining 'gainst this piece of
marble stone,
With the thundering, roaring, rushing yf Death’s
billows nearer borne.
There amidst dissolving nature, with the final
bugle blown,
I shall die ns I have live I— misunderstood, un-
known, alone.
Schell City. Ho.
stranger, and no particulars could be
ascertained from the letter of which he
waa the bearer. This letter did not
give any clew to the name or previous
home of the youth. It was not even
addressed to any person by name, and
from its stylo and orthography, seemed
to have been intended to pass for the
production of some illiterate peasant.
The writer merely stated that he was a
poor workman wifu - — * •’
which he could ill ouppurs; mat tne
mother of the stranger had placed him
under his care when quite young; that
the boy wished to be a soldier as his
father had been. No name was signed
at the end of the letter, which closed
with this inhuman sentence : “If you
do not keep him, you may kill him or
hang him up in the chimney.”
The Captain wafrin a great dilemma
with regard to the disposal of the
charge that had been imposed upon him
in so sudden and unexpected a manner,
but, at last, when every attempt at
questioning had failed, the unknown
was taken to the police station. Here
they could make nothing of nim. The
usual interrogations as to who he was,
whence he came, what was hia business,
etc., elicited no intelligible answer, and
the authorities were much perplexed to
know what to do with him. His tears,
the state of his feet, and his childish
and apparently harmless demeanor,
excited the pity of those who saw him.
otnera^tkought hmi a savage. Not a vestigations ; but, the clew they had to
In a veiy short time after his arrival
at the prison, Kasparwasno longer con-
sidered as an ordinary prisoner, but
as a forsaaen and neglected child, who
needed only care and education to ren-
der him like other human beings. The
Governor of the prison admitted him to
his family table, where, although he
would not yet eat the same food as the, ue was a others had, he still learned to sit prop-
Rith a iarge family, erly, and in some measure to conform to
ordina,7 rules of decent society,
ranker had nlacAd him Kaspar was pleased to have the Gover-
nor’s children as playmates, while they
on their part were delighted at the idea
of having a playfellow bigger than them-
selves, and yet with the gentleneae and
simplicity of a child.
About a fortnight after Kaspar’s ar-
rival in Nuremberg, he waa providen-
tially favored with a visit from a certain
Prof. Daumer, an inteUigent young
scholar, who forthwith devoted himself
to the peculiar and most interesting
task of training the virgin mind of the
unfortunate youth. The Burgomaster,
Herr Binder, also took a very deep
interest in Kaspar, and frequently had
him brought to his house, where he waa
encouraged andaasisted in his attempts
to learn to converse; and where, by
carefully avoiding all the puzzling re-
strictions of legal form and question-
ings, the young man was by degrees, as
all human observation and knowledge
save that of the clergyman, passed sev-
enteen long years.
The incident mentioned by Kaspar in
his account of himself relating to the
bad taste in his water, causing him to
fall into a deep sleep, waa explained a
short time after he had given the nar-
rative to his friends. It occurred to
one of them that the clergyman might
have mixed a drop or two of laudanum
with the water, with the view of induc-
ing a stupor while the boy’s clothes
were being changed. One day a small
dose of laudanum was put in his glass
of water without Kaspar’s knowledge.
On tasting the water he recognized the
flavor at once, and unhesitatingly af-
firmed that the glass contained some of
the stuff he used to have given him dur-
ing his imprisonment when a change of
Clothes became necessary. This cir-
cumstance clearly proved the truth of
the conjecture.
The accounts that are recorded of the
growth of Kaspar’s mind are most in-
teresting. Incidents that, to an ordin-
ary person, would appear of no moment,
had a strange and inexplicable effect on
mm. For instance, as an experiment,
he was brought into contact with a
female somnambulist Her presence
affected him in the most extraordinary
manner. He was seized with violent
AT HOME FROM CHURCH.
The UlacH lift In generous bloom
Their plumes of dear old-fashioned flowers-
Their fragrance fills the atlU old house ’
Where, left alono, I count the houre.
High In the apple trees the beea
Are humming, busy in the sun—
An Idle robin cries for rain
But once or twice, and then is done.
The Sunday morning quiet holds
In heavy slumbers all the street,
While from the church, just out of sight
Behind the elms, comes slow and sweet
The organ’s drone, the voices faint
That sing the quaint long-meter hymn— ,
I somehow feel as if shut out
From some mysterious temple, dim
And beautiful, with blue and red
And golden lights from windows high,
Where angels in the shadows stand
And earth seems very near the sky.
The day-dream fades- and so I try
Again to catch the tune that brings
No thought of temple norof priest,
nut only of one voice that sings.
—SaraA O. Jtuitii. .
; — “ ouvuge. in oi a
few affected to believe that under this
appearance of Bimplicitv some cunning
deceit might be concealed. laugleu U.reaa o, tne mystery wl
At the suggestion of one of the offi- surrounded this strange specimen of
cials, pen, ink, and paper were put be- humanity.
fnrft him nn,l ‘ ____ fi .
he advanced in his knowledge of words, “ er' 
induced to try and recall some of the in- P^11 ^guat. Ho describes the
cidents in his early life. At the same time ! ^emew in his own words as follows:
thA rtnlino — •- --- rat. - As J came into the room and the door
of the diseased person was opened, I
work upon being so slight, they made
but slow progress in unraveling the
tangled thread of the mystery which
o yw A 1. • _ A _ • _
7 i --- 7 ****** fsofsuA T Cl C UUIl
fore him, and signs were made that he
should use them. At this the stranger
manifested considerable pleasure, and,
taking up the pen, to the indefinite
astonishment, it must be confessed, of
all present, he wrote, in bold, legible
characters, the words “Kaspar Hauser.’’
Here, however, he stopped. All at-
tempts to make him understand that
they wanted him to write down the
name of the place whence he came
Little by little, however, Kaspar’s
mmd became enlightened, and as his
power of expression and his vocabulary
increased he began putting together,
bit by bit as it were, those of the inci-
dents of his past life which struck him
most forcibly. The account ho gave of
himself was as follows: “He neither
, u — ciouu u i
felt a sudden dragging on both sides of
my breast, aa if some one wished to
pull me into the room. As I went in
and proceeded toward ths sick person,
a very strong breath blew upon me;
and, when I had her at my back, it blew
upon mo from behind, and the pulling
I felt before in my breast I now felt in
PITH AND POINT.
A financial crash cannot be worked
up into towels.
It’s a game of bluff when you try to
scale a precipice.
Jonah is reported to have been the
man who struck oil.
A pajr of ears that go on a head of
civilization— Pioneers and frontiers.
If a policeman’s club were red
what city would it represent? Baton
liouge.
A man who declared himself to be in-
toxicated with music was censidered
air-tight.
The latest figurative expression upon
seeing a man bored is, “ Throw him a
rope.” In other words, “ Hang the fel-
low.”
KASPAR HAUSER.
A Strange bat True Story.
On the evening of Whitmonday, some
fifty years ago, a citizen of Nuremberg
happened to be loitering near his door
in an unfrequented part of the town,
when he observed a short distance ofl
an ungainly-looking young man stand-
ing in a singular posture, having the
appearance of one intoxicated, and ap-
parently making attempts to move for-
ward without having the power either
to stand upright or control the move-
ments of his limbs.
The citizen approached the stranger,
who immediately thrust into his hand
a letter— a letter addressed to the Cap-
tain of one of the regiments then quar-
tered in Nuremberg. The citizen at-
tempted to question the strange youth ;
but in reply to his queries could only
eheit a repetition of some unintelligi-
h!™ “f there,°ff conducted inhabitant of some other planet, mirac-
----------- -- aaaj ulCttOI( j. u I lll n Matter how handsome a family
my shoulders. The sick person seated nJonu“ont a man may have in the cem-
herself and said that she was ill. I also etef?’ he never want3 to on his back
said that I w-as unwell, and that I must ! am ook up at it*
sit down. Now a violent beating of my Little boy at the opening of the
lows  her • cam,e 0,u me’ an(1 fchere was a heat
knows who he is nor where his homo is. m fV,?7 bo(l7, Tb!8 con(Mion lasted
It was only ct Nuremberg that he came 1 11^ ^ next. m()r,nin8’ ?ben 1 had a
------- “X into the world. Hero he learned for the hea(lache agam and a twittering in all
th ^ he Wa8 ! first timo that, besides himself and one ! my limb8-8tllJ n°t «« violent.” The
committed to the prison where rogues man who had always had the care of 8®mna®buhst, curiously enough, was
^ D8Ually ^nfined. him, there existed other men or other tt,^cte(1 alm°8t in the same manner.
creatures. As long as he could recol- .y1? anolher 0ccasion a spider let it-
leot, he had lived in a hole (or small low 8clf llov™ fr°m the ceiling on Kaspar’s
room, which he sometimes calls a cage) i -i, Dlfectly lt tonc.hetl him he felt
where he had alwavs sat upon the I 0 i T[ e1xces81ive de^ee 0* cold
— -- --- -------- -- , ground, with bare feet, and clothed onlv °n hlS Wlth°ut knowing the
years old, and 4 feet 9 inches in i in a shirt and a pair of trousers. In his Suddenly putting up his hand
height. His chin and lips were thinly i apartment he had never heard a sound 1 1 • “18 *ace he crushed the spider on
covered with down; his wisdom-teeth, I whether produced by a man, by an ani- 1 hW U??er hP- Hereupon he felt, for
as they are called, had not yet come, ! mal, or by anything else. He never ! ?10re • n ? .‘l,larter °f an hour, a bum-
nor did they make their appearance ud- ! saw the heavens, nor did there ever np- ! 1Dg pailJ' which passed away with a tre-
ti about three years later. His hair, pear a brightening daylight such as at I " ien • retired to bed the
which was of a light brown color, was Nuremberg. Whenever he awoke from .,rn11?8’. 8e“8atlon returned. During
very fine and curled in ringlets. The I sleep he found a loaf of bread and a 10 nig*7 tbo ,p 8welIed, and there
structure of his bocy, which was stout pitcher of water beside him. Some- T® 8everal sm^1 bladders, out ofom  ---- j — r . --- iv • . , . . . . which there was a discharge of white
- — ------- - ---- nuwo XU UCO
and vagabonds were usually confined.
On being conducted to his cell, he im-
mediately sank on his straw bed in a
deep sleep. Such was Kaspar Hauser’s
first introduction to the world.
At this time Kaspar was about 16 or
proposed spelling-match—" Let’s start
air, grandmother; you take Nebuchad-
ezzar and I’ll take cat.”
“ My pleasure is two-fold,” said a
heartless young man who was courting
two girls at once. Two fooled, he
meant.— Cincinnati Saturday Night.
A faithful brother in a Fairfield
(Ct.) church recently prayed for the ab-
eent members l' who were prostrate on
Here the Captain’s orderly took charge
of the unknown, and led him to his
master’s house. The Captain happened
to be at hope at the lime; and as the
stranger could give no account of him-
self in answer to the numerous ques-
tions with which he was assailed, and
*J he did not appear to understand any-
thing tiiat was said to him, ho waa taken
lor a kind of savage, and, after much
consultation on the part of the servants
as to his disposal, he was shut up in a
stabJe to await the return of the Cap-
tain. The contents of his pockets cre-
ated the greatest surprise. They con-
smted of colored rags, a key, a paper of
gold sand, a small horn rosary and a
few religious tracts.
The poor fellow was so much fa-
tigued that his attempts to walk result-
ed in im unsteady stagger; his feet were
bruised and bleeding, and he appeared
to be suffering intensely from the ef-
fects of hunger and thirst. Some meat
was offered to him ; but on tasting it he
immediately spat it out in disgust.
Beer, too, was given him; but on tast-
ing a few drops of it he rejected it as
he had done the meat. Some bread
and a glass of water, however, afforded
Kim much satisfaction, and he swal-
lowed them eagerly. After refreshing
himself in this manner, he threw him-
self on some straw in the stable, and in-
stantly fell into a deep sleep. He was
still asleep when the Captain returned
home, although several hours had
elapsed. Attempts were made to awake
him, but for some time without success.
They lifted him from the ground and
tried to place him upon his feet; but,
in spite of all their exertions, the
youth slept on, and seemed more like
one dead or in a trance than a living
being merely asleep. At last, however,
Jus eyes slowly opened, and, as if struck
with the glittering color of the Cap-
tain’s uniform, he immediately com-
menced to mutter the same jargon he
had used to the bewilderment of the
-- -~ f YYAAAVLA »» 1*0 mu U l
and broad-shouldered, showed perfect
symmetry without any risible defect.
His hands were small and beautifully
shaped. The soles of his feet were as
soft as the palms of his hands, and,
from their appearance, had never before
either been used for walking or con-
fined in a shoe. His face, particularly
when in a state of tranquillity, was Al-
most without any expression "whatever.
He appeared to nave little or no idea of
the use of his limbe.' His attempts at
walking were most ludicrous, for they
resembled the first toddlings of an in-
fant. He was wholly destitute of words
and ideas, and showed a complete ig-
norance of the most common objects
of nature and the ordinary usages of
daily life. In fact, the whole of the
ch-comstances connected with the un-
fortunate youth were for some consid-
erable time a dark mystery, that baffled
even the wisest in their attempts to
fathom. He appeared to resemble an
er 
J ‘ nu  E ers 
Mil and an x s e gree of d beds of sickness and chairs of wellness ”
a his forehead, without knowing ffcn u n i • *emie8S-
i he bell-punch is generally supposed
to bo a modern invention, but it was
evidently in use in Macbeth’s time,
from the fact that he says, "Go bid thy
mistress, when my drink is ready, she
strike upon the bell.”
“I WOULD rather,” says the editor of
the Okolona States, “ be a living ass
than a dead lion.” Nature haring
times this water wlilcU was a discharge of hite in that particular, what in
whenever thi^waa the case'he^ouiiTno hV.h ““xnres*6 gr0WUDg
longer keep his eves open, imt was ' ?oned «'« sp>der was of long coa. Lx^ress.
compelled to fall Wcm When he ; tm“nce- ! a"11 wcre not boiling, and the
awoke he found that he had a clean Bnt it "as not only bv the sight of mt,° thel“,ad> “d the
shirt on and that his nails had been cut. and contact with living creatures that * T , and and there
He never sa\v the face of the man who ! Kaspar was visiblv affected ; for we are or mosquitoes, and one
brought him his bread and water. In j told that one day lie happened to see a I “reo',luarter8 ot amle <°r
the room he had two wooden horses and j particularly fine flower, and on his at- ) he “ 4 11 affair a picnic would
some ribbons. With these he always t tempting to pluck it the same feeling I Rnwvfr.lt. w™i„ i w  n ,
amused himself, as long as he was i “* that caused by the spider came upon lt1.1.8 that. “
awake. How long he lived in this state I him. On another occasion, after eating : steD the ' t” ^ 1011 71
he knew not, for he had no knowledge I a ripe grape, he immediately became S to the ““I !°
earth, rather than one belonging to the
same race of men who now exist.
The only food he could be prevailed
upon to take was bread and water. For
all other kinds of meat and drink he
showed the greatest aversion. Even
the smell of them was sufficient to make
him shudder; and the least drop of
wine, or tea, or coffee occasioned him
cold sweats, or caused him to be seized
with vomiting or violent headache.
Among the few intelligible words, to
most of which he appeared to attach no
meaning whatever, that now and then
escaped his lips, the one most frequent-
ly used was “Ross ‘’(horse); from this
circumstance the idea of bringing him
a wooden toy-horse occurred to some of
the police officials. At the sight of this
plaything Kaspar, who hitherto had
treated everything and everyone with
ixun xuu utj uveu in 1 1UUI; u in ot
o me
of time. The man who acted as his I strangely affected, and was compelled
keeper had, while he was in his little to sleep off the effects of the, to him,
room, taught him to write, standing potent juice.
^trde^thar^he^TfL f-a time Knapaf,
the teaoher might not he seen and I u dj C?8lde^bly ln advance of „ w
guiding his hand. In this manner he 118 min< ’ ye* by (-fl^ree8 be hegan to farmer, " won’t
learned to write his ni^e and also of bis P^arities. melon orchard Vame, lso qmi "TT*' V*"
some of the usual words and copies i • C?11 n2,ver Jor8et the hard-
that are used in elementary instruction h,-'1?-16 h“d .““^.aiidthe fact of
After a time his keeper taught him o br0,°? ovcr them
etand upright. The Lthod employed i At^. f^l118 “““ Prof7<-
lor tnia purpose waa very singular. {,"V’cars after his first ap-
oumtu uiuioou uu me ground oy me
side of his toy, stroked it, patted it, kept
his eye continually fixed on it, and final-
ly endeavored to decorate it with all the
various trifling presents which benevo-
lent visitors from time to time had
given him. For hours he would sit by
the side of his horse playing with it,
taking no notice of anything that was
going on around him. Several toy-
horses were now given to him, and for
each of them he manifested the same
affection he had shown for the first one
he received. Even at meal-time he
would not be separated from his favor-
ites; and, before eating his bread or
drinking his water, he tried hard to in-
duce his horses to partake. His plan
was to hold his bread to the month of
each horse in turn, and after that to
dip the month of each horse in the
water. One of the horses happened to
be made of plaster of Paris, and con-
stant wetting had the effect of soften-
ing the lips, and by degrees part of the
mouth crumbled off. This circum-
stance caused Kaspar the most intense
sorrow, nor would he be comforted un
s ingular.
The keeper caught him firmly round
the breast from behind, placed his own
feet behind his (Kaspar’s) feet and
lifted them as in stepping forward.
Finally the man appeared once again,
placed his (Kaspar’s) hands over his
shoulders, tied them fast, and carried
him on his back out of the room. The
journey must have lasted several days
at least, for he remembered having
eaten and slept several times. He nev-
er saw the face of his keeper even now,
for as he either led or carried him
along, the man directed him (Kaspar)
to keep his face directed towards the
ground. During this time the keeper
attempted to teach him to walk, and
also instructed 1 him to say the same
jargon ho had used when he was first
observed by the citizens of Nuremberg.
Not long before he was discovered theIf 4111 A silt It* • I* r\ a * 1 . ? 1T? • zrzwnng ana everyone with JNot siohd indifference, suddenly roused np. keeper put on him the clothes in which
'd f u • him8e“ on tbe ground by the he was found. . Then, suddenly thrust-
uocta ^  uio uewiiaerment of the he -
dl“?yered *“» til one of the officials had mended his
Ihe Captain knew nothing of the j toy for him,
AVUAAW# AiJCil) BUUUcIJlj iXiruoD*
ing the letter into his hands, the keeper
vanished.' After this the citizens fou$d
him almost immediately, and conducted
him to the guard-room.”
This account, given almost in Kas-
par’s own words, will* go far toward ex-
plaining how it was that the youth’s
mind was in such a dark state; but it
helps very little to show who Kaspar
Hauser really was, or whence he came,
or in fact any real particulars of his
actual history. That a great crime had
been committed, by some one, was very
evident. Many conjectures were haz-
arded; and it was only after very con-
siderable and protracted search that it
was possible to arrive at any satisfactory
conclusions. Link by link the chain of
evidence— circumstantial only, it must
be admitted— was put together ; and,
finally, it was on all sides generally be-
lieved that Kaspar Hauser was the pro-
duct of an illicit alliance. A, clergyman,
who is said to be his father, took care of
the child from the moment of his
birth, and in time ahat him np in some
out-of-the-way subterranean vault in
the convent where ho resided. Here it
was that Kaspar, totally secluded from
pearaiicc in Nuremberg Kaspar was
fortunate enough to come under the
notice of Lord Stanhope. This noble-
man conceived the idea of adopting the
strange youth, and, haring prevailed
upon the inhabitants of Nuremberg,
who looked upon Kaspar as thejr
adopted son, to give him np, he placed
him under a tutor at Anspach, previous
to removing him to England. But, un-
happily, these benevolent intentions
were frustrated, for the same mystery
which shrouded his birth hung over his
death. On the 14th of December, 1 833,
Kaspar Hauser, while returning from
his official duties at mid-day, was ac-
costed in the streets by a person who
promised to impart to him the secret of
his origin, if he wouU meet him in the
park of Anspach Castle. Without in-
forming his protectors of this circum-
stance, Hauser imprudently kept the
appointment. The stranger was at his muen uv a sollis it is to me o
post; he took Kaspar aside, and, with- ney through this vale o’ tears,
out speaking a word, plunged a dagger Transcript.
into his breast and immediately disap-
peared. Hauser had sufficient strength
left to reach the residence of his new
tutor, into whose apartment- he rushed,
and had just breath enough to utter
two or three indistinct words, when he
immediately fainted, and, after relating
the circumstances of his assassination,
died on the 17th of the same month.
Every expedient which the police could
invent was adopted to discover the
murderer, but without success. The
secret, which it cost so much crime to
preserve, has never been divulged.
pick up a lost cent. The reason is plain
enough. He does it to prevent a man
worth half a million from getting hold
of the cash.— Detroit Free Press.
“ Now, Mr. Robinson,” said a fair
young city visitor to the kind-hearted
“  you show us your water-
chard?” "I haven’t a water-
melon tree on the place this year,
ma’am; they were all winter-killed ;”
and his questioner wondered why ho
smiled so pleasantly as he answered.
“ I’ve a new thing— a big thing!” he
said; “I’m going to get up a matri-
monial agency !” " The scheme is ven-
erable,” said a cold-hearted bystander.
“ Not on my plan!” was his proud re-
ply. “‘All goods not satisfactory
cheerfully and promptly exchanged.’ ”
—Puck.
We have observed that the papers
of the country invariably print that
tender poem beginning,
Die melancholy days have come,
at just the season of the year when the
average wife returns from her summer
trip. — St. Louis Times' Journal.
Said old Mr. Wiseowl: “There is a
passage in scriptur’, brutherin, thet’s
impressed me much, very much; I’vo
thought on ’t and thought on ’t, an’ I’m
alluz thinking on ’t. I disremember
jest whar ’t is and, ez fur thet matter,
jest what it is; but you carn’t tell how
ch n my jour-
Boston
Peter Bain, of Bourgeval, France,
gained the consent ot hia sweetheart to
marry, and started for home, singing
joyously as he went. The girl listened
to his voice as he crossed a field, and
noted that it stopped suddenly in the
middle of the song. This odd breaking
off excited her wonder. She wont to
learn the cause, and found her lovfer
murdered. A rival had overheard him,
followed him, and struck him down
from behind.
Speed of Euro|>can Railway Trains.
The German Government, which in-
tends developing its railway system, has
made a collection of figures on this sub-
ject, giving not the average speed of all
the railway trains, but the average
speed of the fastest trains of that class.
Taking the kilometer at five-eighths of
a mile— it is in reality about twenty
feet less— the table is as follows •
atom.
England (London to Dover) ................... W
Belgium ................... ^
France (Parla to Bordeaux) ....................
Germany (Berlin to Cologne) ...............
Italy (Bologna to Brlndiai) .................... 31
Austria. ...... .. ......... 80
Ruaaia (Moscow to St. Peteraburg) ....... .....27
Switzerland (Genova to Lausanne) ............. 27
.Quite contrary to the usually received
opinion, Mr. Jay Gould says that his
recent trip abroad convinced him of
the inferiority of English railroading
when compared with American.
The German Government has dis-
solved the three gymnastic societies at
Strasbourg because they took part in
the fetes at Nancy on the occasion of
the unveiling of the Thiera monument.
i
THE EUROPEAN WAR-CLOUD.
[Prom the Chi giro Tribane.]
The cable dispatches report that the
strained relations between Russia and
Germany are causing decided uneasi-
ness, and it is believed on the Berlin
and Paris Bourses that a war-cloud is
hanging over Europe. As the result of
| this uneasiness, values are unsettled,
and heavy operators are holding off,
anxiously awaiting the result of the
diplomatic negotiations. While this
cloud, which now threatens so darkly,
may dissipate and pass harmlessly away,
there is without question abundant
cause for apprehension. There has not
been a time for years when the political
pot has boiled so furiously as since the
signing of that mischievous instrument,
the Berlin treaty, which, by its most
sanguine advocates even, was only re-
garded as bridging over difficulties tem-
porarily. It now appeals as if the tide
of political complications had become
strong enough to carry the bridge com-
pletely away. There is scarcely a sec-
tion of Europe, except Scandinavia, that
is not involved in difficulty with some
other section.
A brief review of the situation will
show how well grounded are the appre
hensions in the commercial centers,
which are always the most sensitive
points and the quickest to feel any dis-
turbing influences. Since the massacre
in Cabul the Afghan tribes have risen
in revolt. The Ameer’s loyalty is in
doubt. The Russian journals are urg-
ing the Government to hurry their
troops to the frontier and demand a
partition of the country. It is evident
that the work which was supposed to
have been settled by Maj. Cavagnari
must bo all done over again. In their
desperation the English people are not
slow in charging that the disloyalty of
the Ameer and the revolt of the A fghan
troops are the result of Russian intrigue
and the charge is made with all the more
boldness and recklessness because, in
the present weakened linancial con-
dition of Russia, and the extreme
delicacy of her relations with Germany
and Austria, England can afford to offer
her an affront with impunity. So far as
Germany and Russia are concerned, it
is not easy to see what has disturbed
the relations of these two old friends,
except that Germany cannot bear the
pressure of such a formidable military
power upon her borders, and is conse-
quently seeking some cause to make
war against her. As their interests are
not opposed, and they have no mutual
territorial aspirations, it is difficult to
find any other reason than that Ger-
many is determined to reduce the mili-
tary strength of Russia. If this bo the
motive of Germany she has chosen an
opportune time to assrt it. A Russian
alliance is no longer indispensable to
Germany, and Russia has no other alli-
ances with the continental powers,
while Germany has just made a fresh
and strong alliance with Austria, be-
sides having offered overtures to En-
gland and France, which have been fa-
vorably considered. Again, while Rus-
sia emerged from the Turkish war with
a halo of glory around her, it left her
weakened and almost crippled finan-
cially, burdened with an enormous debt
and flooded with paper money. The
German people have not been slow in
speaking out their real sentiments, and
the Russians have angrily retorted.
That it is not all “newspaper talk,”
however, is shown by the interview be-
tween the Emperor and the Czar and
the negotiations between Bismarck and
Gortschakoff, and the situation is all
the more grave because, notwithstand-
ing these consultations, the misunder-
standing still continues. ,
Threatened by England on the one
hand and Germany on the other, an-
other danger threatens Russia in the
future, and that is the possibility of the
erection of a new Sclavic empire south
of the Danube, with Austria as its pro-
moter. if not its actual head. The lat-
ter power has already occupied Bosnia
and Herzegovina under the Berlin
treaty, and, by the consent of the same
treaty, has still further pushed her way
southeastwardly into the Sandjak of
Novi-Bazar, which is only the prelude
to her ultimate extension to Salonica,
on the -Egean. Directly this is a com-
mercial necessity, but indirectly its
effect must bo to add immensely to the
Sclavic population of Austria, if not to
give it a preponderance over the Mag-
yars. Independent -of Austria, other
causes are operating toward the same
result. It is absolutely certain that at no
distant day Eastern Roumolia, Mace-
donia, and Thrace, down to the Greek
line, will unite with Bulgaria, forming
one powerful Sclavic kingdom. The
whole tendency of events is toward
such a consummation. What in-
fluences will then control the
new kingdom? To answer this it
must be remembered that Austria will
extend along its entire western frontier.
It most also be taken into account that
embassies from Montenegro, Servia and
Roumania have been in Vienna express-
ing their desire to cat loose from Rus-
sian inflaences altogether and affiliate
with Austria. Should such a departure
occur, Austria would place herself along
the whole north line of the two Bul-
bination of events and this unusual
tension of diplomatic relations, for dip-
lomatists are very fertile in resources
for patching up complications; but at
the same time the breaking of any one
thread may scatter the treaty of Berlin
to the winds and involve a general war
How to Spell Isaac.
Mr. Isaac Staples, of Stillwater
Minn., is a lumber-dealer who has an
extensive correspondence. His book-
keeper has made a memorandum of the
fact every time the given name of Mr.
Staples has been misspelled in a letter
addressed to him. The correspondence
has already yielded the following fifty-
one erroneous spellings, which will bo
read with delight by the spelling re-
formers;
ftRRf we?*5.ln>ronro,n,town- T«tm »nd |6 Outfit90D fra*. Addreat H. Hallett A Co., Portland, Mb.
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il New»p*p«r Adrerti.lng Bureau, 10 Spruce St., New
i. . T . u „ H eXMt co*t ot any projwaed
Une of APyKRTlSINO In American Newspapere.
tr lOO. page Pamphlet, 10c. _aU
We will par Ageuta n Salary of 1100 nor month and
ezpenaea. or allow a large commlaalon, to aell our new
and wonderful Inrentioni. MV wean uAnt ire toy. Sam*
pie free. Addreaa SHERMAN A CO., Mara hall, Mich.
TRCTIl IB MIGIITT!
t
1 vilh »«.r M.M, nUr »( n- >4
. .. I Ih. Pt k>ir, I. ,•« a ntml Mva
at/ «r r*« f.ut. kMkua x vlh, tankU af
Iniac laaaac Izk leak
IIhsc Icaaa I Sic laaack
Icoack laaaic laaack Ike
leeao loka laaach Ic&ac
Yaac Aisec laac I Sick
laaag laaar laick laich
Izic laaaac laaacc Jaaac
laiaco laaach laa&ce laaac
Icao Iccic laeke laace
laacb Isaaa laaick laoac
laic laiac laaak laice
Isiaac laac liaaco laaic
laaacc laaaac laic
Subduing and Avoiding Fever and Ague.
Of all chronic diaeapes, fover and ague is
perhape the least conquerable by the ominary
resources of medicine. There is, however, a
remedy which completely roots it out of the
Bvatem in any and all of its varions phases.
This celebrated anti-periodic is vegetable in
composition, and is not only efficacious, bat
perfectly safe, a thing that cannot be predica-
tad with truth of quinine. Hoste tier’s Stom-
ach Bitters is, besides, a most efficient means
of defense against malaria, as it endows tho
physique with an amount of stamina which
enables it to encounter miasmatic influences
without prejudice to health. Persons about to
visit, or living in, foreign countries, or por-
tions of our own where intermittent or remit-
tent fevers prevail, should not omit to lav in
a sufficient supply of the great Preventive,
both to avert sucli diseases and disorders of
tho stomach, bowels and liver common to
such localities.
That Qninine will cure Chills and Fever is
well known. But it is strange that the other
febrifuge principles containea in Peruvian bark
are more powerful than Quinine, and do not
produce any annoying head symptoms like
buzzing in the ears. Tnis fact is proved by Dr.
F. Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodic or Fever and Ague
Touic, w hich is a preparation of Peruvian bark,
without Quinine, according to the declaration
of its proprietors, Wheelock, Finlay i Co., of
New Orleans.
Clock-work is not more regular than the
liver, tho stomach, and tho bowels when
they are put in order with Dr. Mott’s Veget-
able Liver Pills, a supremely effective and
safe alterative, cathartic and hfood depurent,
which promotes thorough bilious secretion, a
regular habit of body, sound digestion and
nervous tranquillity. It is the l>est possible sub-
stitute for that terrible drug, mercury. For
sale by all druggists.
Public Speakers and Singers will find
‘•Brown's Bronchial Troches” beneficial in
clearing tho voice before speaking or singing,
and relioviog tho throat after any exertion of
the vocal organs. For Coughs and Colds thr
Troches aro effectual.
The Mason A Hamlin Organ Co. arc produc-
ing superb instruments at very low prices; not
much more than prices of iioorest organs.
Highest honors at every world's exhibition for
many years, and two highest awir.is at the last
and greatest at Paris, last year, tell the story of
their superiority.
Crooked boots and shoes can bo made straight
as now ones with Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiff-
eners. Hold by shoo and hardware dealers.
Chew Jackson’s Best Swest Navy Tobacco.
NAL Is sent by mail every Friday night for one dollar
per year It conUins Index of the Marketmen in the
several Markets, NaniM of responaihle Commission
Dealer*, prevailing Wholesale and Retail Price* each
week for Farm and Dairy produce. Cattle. Dressed
Meats, etc., etc.; also the news and Informationaffect-
ing the produce market*, and much other Intereating
and Instructive reading. Send for envy, uhich
•rill he m! fret; or send one dollar and recefve the
?tV?rT®TOryweekx.foLon«y-«r- Y. Markkt Index
idlfri t " St"*t’ NBwYork Clt>-
^ tjariaa and be a complete barrier be-
tween them and Russia. The end
would be a vast Sclavic empire along
the Danube, dominated by Austrian
influences, and thus the region hitherto
regarded by Russia as her own would
be occupied by a rival power, and that
power in complete sympathy with Ger-
many. Thus beset witn complications
and threatened on three sides, without
money and without alliances, it is no
wonder that the Czar is reported to be
despondent and sick. It would be rash
to predict that war is going to result
inm?diately from this significant com-
A old or young. e*m 90 * d*y *t homo.
Sample* worth 86 free. Bowk A Co., Lebanon, N. H.
$6to
877 ^Tdrs'.1^, aga
QQQrtfiA VEAR. How (• Make It Ntm AftnU
OQQyJfjGoodt. COE <* YONGE, 8t LoaU. Mo.
Mi* PAV-Wkh Bfonofl Onlfitt- Whit *o*t« «Kim r»Pld|v for w cu. Ctuiogu#Bill b. M. SPE.Ncm, m WiAh'n St, Boston, Him.
QlQnwrek. 812 *d*y at homo easily made. Costly
w f fc Outfit free. Address TltfE A Co., Augusta. Me.
CENTS mulled to Dr.C. R. Sykes,
ISO MndUon St., Chlengo, HI., will
return the * True Theory of Catarrh,” and
_ _ full information of a ‘•Sure Cure" Cullhitoui
ri H RON 1C AN D SPKCIAL DISK ASRS. N KRV0U8
\J DKBILITY, Ac., cured. A l>ook (Illustrated) which
tells all about tl.am sent sealed for two 3c. stamps. Ad-
dress DR. HKNDKRSON. 171 Madison St. , Chlcngojlh
KIDDER'S PASUUEsSlSffil
FJforlotown, Mm.
YOU N C M EN^wo'.'oTlW;
 month. Every graduate gnnranlend a paying situa-
tion. _Addre*s R. Valentine, Manager, JaneeviUe, Wkt
<M fl tn rf>1 flflfl Invested In Wall St Stock* make*
tblU I tDlUUU fortune* every month. Book lentY free explaining everything.
Addrasa BAXTER A CO.. Banker*. I? Will St, K. Y.
Annrir HABIT* SKIN DISEASES.
I 1 1* 1 1| ifl Thousand* cured. Lowest Price*. Do not
VI iUlUfailtowrite. Dr. F.li. Marsh .Quincy.. Mich
IMPERIAL BUSiHESOlRDSi
The neitMt BUSINESS CARD ever nied. Btuine**men
hould »ee them. Order* promptly filled it thli office.BOJVUQ W’e pay either to Agent* on till
_ OR ary or commiaeton. Addra**.
BREEHBHCK8.
82.500A YEAR
. nKV-.A°r . Over 900 agent* ire now miking
$1175 ^ uiSV*p7a,'A^T"H $100
Proporthmal re t mji^every , wy kc.n Stock Option* of
s. k v
$3.00 for $150.
___ Th .' '•uxs?
accuracy la guaranteed Yrrr
TIIKa.iv HOLLA KM we wUl send thWurie bJ
2*&TcAfiATpn«rtBeii,)reM “d THt
by purchasing It of oa you get a firetclaM literary p,per
one year witnout coat; or, allowing that yon pa> full
price for the paper, you get the scale at half thewhole-
a*le price for the same.
Addreee THE LEDGER, Chicago, HI.
address W. T. CLARK A CO., East Brookfield, Mar j.
ml *k. |iw. ptseTwlan
1W. HAKTIKRS, 4 Vmim
ac.Sxm.uM. rixwMixMwi
WEDDING STATIONERY
Parties contemplating marriage, and desiring *ome-
thing very neat and tasty in the wav of Wedding Note
Paper and Envelope*, should ask tne publisher of this
paper to show them NEWSPAPER UNION samples
of inch goods.
TEASTSis
, ^77, m porter* at H«lf the
n*ual cost. Best plan eve.- offered to Club Agent* and
fcSteFREK!'1' tiPriKS;i C1IiHG“ ,'iU,
e.o" v'"1' ,i" r°rk-
T| AGENTS WANTED FORI HE “
Dictoxuax.
1 HISTOHyotm WORLD-
It contains G70 fine historical engravings and 1 0410
large double-column page*, and 1* the most complete
History of the World ever published. It sells at sight.
Send for specimen pagoa and extra terms to Agenta.and
see why It sella faster than any other book. Addroa*
_ NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago, I1L_
WARNER BRO'S CORSETS-
recivH Hi# lllilir.1 M'>UI at th« rectnt
PARIS EXPOSITION.
ov.r ail A tm-rlraii nnirelllm.. Ylielr
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
(ISO built*! I. WAiaasrsD not tc break
down nvor tbs hire. Prlre $1.11. Tb.lr
IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
IS Inailc WllU tile T atupito Bu.t.Mlikb
|ls sort snd flrtlblt and contains no
bones. Prlre by mall. II. ME
For sala by all Isadln c mrrc'.iants.
WARNER BROS.. 351 Rroidwtj, N. T.
-On the loth
of Keptember
we shall liegln
. „ the publication
of the mo«t Interesting Serial
Story ever presenled to the rend-
er* of thli country, and will send
Thk Chicago Lmmieb, postpaid,
from that date until Jan. l,18t*i, for
TWENTY. FIVE CKVfm
To get this valuable Family Paper
with this Interesting story you
should remit at once. Address
_Fh« ledger, Chicago, III.
MBewisgg V w a oj s w u
GENTS
TRUST
TO
i ^  ciraioa mi
apimiUw, bracas ap thnsrstom: and renewed health |«
the result of using IKJNT’N kEMEUY. Send for
pamphlet to WM. E. CLARKE. ProvUence. R. L
lYioLuR’Sgi: COD-LIVER fill
HUNT’S REMEDY.
II UXT’H REM ED Y cure*
Drop**, Kidney. Bladder and Uri-
nar>\<omplainu, Hrigut’s Disease.
Diatietea and Gravel. IIUNT'M
K EM ED Y cures Pain in the
Side, Back or lioin*, and all Dis-
ease* of the Kidneys, Madder and
Urinary Organs. Hunt’s Rkmk-
i)Y encourages sleep, re te*an
MOLLER’s
cOD liver 0\\
la perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the h'yh-
«•**. medical authorities in the world. Given highest
award at l'i World’* Expoaition*, and at Paris, l»7b.
Bold by Druggiau. W.P.Hcbleffclin dk C’o.,N.Y.
THE WEEKLY SUN.
A large, eight-page paper of 50 broad column* will be
rntr«p*id to any tddieea until January 1st.
FOR HALF A DOLLAR.
THR SUN, N. T. City.Address
1[ Ml iEIOO.
Flrrt Established I Moat Successful!
THEIR INSTRUMENTS hive a aUndard
value in all the
LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!IN rec°t»n,ze^ “ the
OVER 80,000
Made and in use. New Designs constantly.
Best work and lowest prices.
ttf Send tor a Catalogue.
iRiaost 51, opp,Wata Si, Boston, Ik
IpklorylnimBORDll
gAPONIREfJ
Is the Old Rsliable Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIN6.
^1'Ar^’H‘tcttl^ form*kta‘
IT IS FULL WEI G nr AND STRENGTH.
1 1*1" ra.*!k,et *! *Hh (eoKsalled) Concentrated
U adulterated with salt and rosin, a*d
SAVE MONET, AND BUT TEN
SaponIfIeR
MADE BT THE
PemiEylvania Salt ManuFg Co,
PHILADELPHIA.
nNP A fl —Choicest In the world-imp* rten’ price*
I Is  Comi)*ny In America-staple
M MlEHlMt artlcle-please* everybody— Trad* oontln-
Daily Inoreaalng -Agents wanted eTarywhvre— be*t In
riuremenU-fion’t waste tlme-rend for Circular.
_ROB’T WKLL8, 48 Ve»ey 8t . N. Y. P. O. Box M7.
co.o^.'Xi.'Kf: '*'ooi;ei0
HHGENERAL GRANT
A complete and brilliant history of his "Tour Around
the World "-splendidly lllustraiwl- together with a full
and authentic history of his entire JtlMrry and WrU
Career. A million people want this book Uwlay.
AGENTS WANTED. »»»«#
For circular* k terms addrres Hibbahu Bros.. Chicago
Thl* Clulm-llouse IkitublUhed ItHkV
PENSIONS!
New Law. Thpnunda of RoWler* and belre enUUed.
Pensions date bsck to dUcharge or death. Jimt limited.
AddroBS, with *Ump.
___ <ikORGE E. LEMON.
P. O. Drawer 885. YViiaklnaton. D. C.
IF
Wanted for a lire Book that
•ells fast. Chance for all to makeiMg
BUFFALO BILL,”
The famoua Scout. Guide, Hunter ahd Actor— written
by himself— 1* the liveliest and easiest book to sell that
ha* appeared for year*. Agent* already at work are
nuking big ails*. Mend at once and secure territory.
For circular* and lllieral term* apply to
II. N. HINCKLEY, X* Mouth Canal 8t., Chicago, 111
MA80N&HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
*>"< by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,
rix.: At Parii. IW; Vienna, 1873; flANTIAOO, 1876;
Philadelphia. 187G; Paris, 1878; and Grand Swedish
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organs ever sward-
ed highest honor* at any such. Hold for cash or Install-
CURED FREE I
I Anjnfsnate and nnexoelled remedy fot
’ITS
 valuable Tre*tl*e rent wMU a
drees.
D». H. O. ROOT. 183 BmlBtrect ifvwTork.
PRINTING PRESS
AND OUTFIT
GIVEN
.WAY
BOYS,
plvtc I* sichangc fur Jolng «> •
Slight sv nr Irv, esiliy scroiniw
lUhrdl If sa, scad your sddma
With i (snip ancloifd, for lull
Mriiralsr. of our GrOQt
Christmas Offer.
Acmo MTg Co.,.
__ \ 81 Park Sow, N. J.
Fanners, Weigh lour Produce !
2-TON WAGON SCALES $40.
4-Ton 800, Othera In Proportion!
The Premium denies of the World.
All Scale* Warranted. Send for Reduced Price List
CHICAGO KCALE CO.,
_ 151 Jeflfereon Btreet, Chicago, III.
Rl!§SUN
STOVE POLISH
UOUSK Biu>iL.Vrop*kitorg, Canton, Viaag,
MUSTANS,
|A FAMILY MEDICINE THAT BAS HEALED |
MILLIONS DCRINti 35 mnst
!a balm for every wound of!
MAN AND BEAHT!
[THEOLOEST&BEST LINIMENTI
EVER MADE IN AMERICA.
SALES LARGER THAN EVER.
Tho Mexlcnn MiiRtnnf? Liniment haa|
I been known for more limn thirty-flvel
I vears ns the bcHt of all l.lniiiumtH, fori
[Man ami Beast It* Hales toduy nroj
[larger Ilian ever. If. c titan when allj
| others fall, ami penetrates nkln, tondonl
[and muscle, to the very bone. Bold]
I everywhere. 1 1
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Juri out.
- THE TEMPLE. (WAODerdoren.) Asplendid Kcbool, Convention snd Choir
Book ; by Dr. W. 0. PEaxnis. As s Choir Book, eqnal
to any of the Urge*t one*. As* Binging School Book,
better than th* cheaper and smaller one*, since It hu
much more rouelc ; that Is. 130 page* of new Mona and
Glare, and 160 pages of the best Uef,<e,,l IWaand
Ant heme. Hpecimen copies mailed, post-free, for 81.00.
Remember, also, THR VOICE OF WORSHIP ($9i)0
per dra.),reo*iaiy advertised ; JoHgsoH’a Nr.w Method
roB Bihoiho CLASSES, an excellent book (f8.00 per
EEB. 116 of the jolliret of Colkge Bong*. A Mpital
ssr §3
Wretens
Branch, 0 Port land B loch, t!hlS
I MILITARY I
: Isn.l Band rnifornm-OflWr*’ Fonlpmml., H
I SLZ:: u£;!: 1
[ Firemen’s Caps, Belt*, and ShirtN. |
SELTZER
. P»,n *» bleeeln*. It locates disease. Whenerex
the bowels become Irregular, a**
Ttmuit’g Seltzer Aperient
It will save much pain and danger. Nature sometimes
!. ^  ^ th* burden she is made to oarry.
through the heedUMneas of her children, that she open!
ly rebel*, and punishes fretfully. Don’t neglect the
proper treatment when the lymptoms first appear. Ho-
EXODUS
To the best lands. In the best climate, with the heal
markets, and on tho best term*, along the Bt, PauL
Minneapolis A Manitoba R'y, (late ML Paul A Pacific.)
3,000,000 ACRES
Mainly In the Famous
RED RIYER VALLEY OF THE NORTH.
On long time, low pricee and easy paymen a.
Pamphlet with full Information mailed free. Apply te
D. A. MoKINLAY. Land Com’r.
_ Wt. P. M. AM. R'r.Nt. Paul, MMus.
fiEo.ppowia^.
10 HPR1JCB ST., NEW YORK.
(Printing House Square, opposite tho Tribune Building.)
Newspaper Advertising Bureau
ADVERTIBEMEMTf roBWARDED DAILY (u recslvedlr* !Tt,ta Newfoundland to Texas, and from
Florida to British Columbia. Abo to all New York cltg
dallies and weeklies.
Klght Thousand Newspapers kept regularly on file fot
inspection by advertiser^ Including all the great dallies
from Boston to Ban Francisco, from Montreal U
Galveston.
PUBS. OF AMERICAN NEWSPAPER DIRFOTORT
SALESROOMS i
Union Square, New York
-AND -
154 State St, CMca jo, HI.
MANUFACTURER! OP
SILVER
PLATED
WARE.
Trad* Mark for Spoons, Forks, A«.i
1847, Rogers Bros. A I.
These Good* have taken the Certificate* of
A want wherever exhibited, both in thi* and
the old Countriee,
And the Meriden Britannia Go*
are the LARGEST and Best
Manufacturers in this
line in the World.
Ask pear Jeweler for these Ooodm. me
STATE OF OBEtON.
No Drought*, no Storms, no Cold Winters or Hot Sum-
mers In Oregon. Mild Climate. Mesn Temper-
sture: Spring, 62 dsg.; Summer. 67 deg.;
Autumn, 68 deg.; Winter. 39 deg.
Average Rainfall, 44 inches.
FINEST AND MOST PROFIT-
ABLE. FARMING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD.
Oregon has never experienced a failure of Crops. With
V0iS!uUn!2rpfttS#d fo^'T' mpecblly suited to Gere-
book for social singing.
eta.) An Invaluable treatise on the construction and
management of the Vocsl Organa. With plates.
Jret osti. The last number of The Musical Record.
Send 6 eta. fur one number, 62. UO for the year. •Wouldn’t
be without It for five times the price
OLIVER RITSON k CO,
C. H.Dltoon tfcCo.,
843 Broad wsy.N.Y.
•, Boston.
J. E. Dlleon&Co.,
028 Chestnut St. Phil*.
GOVERNMENT LAND
And Cheap Railroad Load la Oregon.
in freight on a small crop will pay tbs oost of going te
Oregon In preference to points ieaol»d at less expense.
^tiss.'SSSf-fsr’ <",m
IMXEXaE LUMBERING IXTERDIT*.
C°41' tmtn. **” P0^00* snd ability to produce
row material, manufacture more from boms product*.
T. R. TANNATT,
Gsneral Esstsm Passenger and ImmlgratJoa A(
__ 888 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
a N. U. Na 81
OBATION.
(Concluded from the let page.)
bear the other side of the question you
will find the argument it contains of the
highest order. With his idea of educa-
tion, as taken in its broadest sense, and as
aiming at the development of the whole
soul, I perfectly agree; but I believe at
the same time in a proper division of
labor, in the employment of various agen-
cies and influences by which to attain it.
1 ^ no *e88 i,nP°rfance than he does
to the duty of the parent and the sphere
of training in the family. But tee parent
as a Christian needs the help of the church,
and not less as a Christian does he need
the help of the State. While President
Dabney does not favor church control, he
Vtterly rejects all State control, in a coun-
try like ours where church and State are
disunited. But the mistake lies in the
implied supposition that either the church
or the State is to have a full and final con-
trol over the whole work of a child’s
education. And indeed the fact that this
has been aimed at by both, indicates the
cause of the constant struggle between
them on this question. The true theory
is, that the State has her appropriate part
with the church and the tamily. What
would come of a universal, nay, of a
thorough education, if the family alone
were to provide all the agencies?
Aa citizens, we have a number of solemn
duties to observe in this matter. It is to
be hoped that here and everywhere
throughout the land we may aim at union
of sentiment and operation. We should
take a calm and earnest view of what our
national schools are to be and to do. We
should do all in our power to protect
them by common sense theories and prac-
tical plans and patriotic purposes against
the dangers that threaten them. Some
questions regarding them may be con-
sidered as settled in this country, while
altogether undecided in Europe. Bui
serious difficulties remain, and we art-
going forward perhaps to a hard struggle
with theories of a foreign importation and
of a domineering church, which are be-
ginning to inuade too seriously the public
mind, and of whose dangers many seem
to be wofully ignorant.
First, therefore, we should guard our
public school system against the encroach-
ment of all sectarian and foreign influ-
ences. It is an American system adapted
in good measure to the muintainance of
American character and institutions. Our
schools should not be German or Dutch or
French, but English. There may be no
objection to have the elements of a foreign
language taught in certain localities and
under certain restrictions. But their
their character should be American, and
their aim to teach all the children in the
English language. We should not bow
down to any idols, but certainly not to
any foreign idols. This is too often done
to the risk of our national life. Every
American citizen should feel himself an
American, and stand up for the defense
and prosperity of this nation, even though
its system of government and institutions
may to his mind present many evils. If
any one is wholly dissatisfied and would
much prefer some European system we
would advise him to leave the country
certainly not to remain and disturb us!
.Nor should our schools become Roman
Catholic or prolestant or Jewish or infidel.
Tlie State cannot afford to levy taxes in
general and disburse the monies for the
maintainance of sectarian schools. For
its peace and safety it could better choose
the other evil of giving up all care for the
instruction of the young. Every citizen
whatever his belief may be, should insist
upon keeping the schools free from all
religious sectarianism, and just as much
from all the shades of unbelief and ma-
terialism. We want neither the one nor
the other. It is our right and interest as
citizens. Let us guard them with care.
Then we should aim at having the work
of education controlled and conducted in
the best and most efficient manner. The
election of our officers of public instruc-
tion and members of school-boards should
be raised above party considerations, and
should be as much as possible kept out of
the swirl of political agitation. Men of
ability and character with knowledge
of our civil educational institutions, and
with practical judgment, should in all
cases be chosen. The great responsibility
of the work rests on them. They have
to lay out the plans for it, to furnish its
method, to supply it with spirit and power,
to select the principals and teachers who
are to do the work. They have to see
to it that the instruction given is thorough
and efficient and that the moral character
of the school is of a high order. Much
ot this w-ill depend of course on the char-
acter and aims of the teachers chosen. In
this connection, I want to give full weight
o the fact that the spirit of the teacher
ns personal force and purpose, is an essen-
tial and important factor in the work of
training the young. The teachers should
be we 1 qualified, not only intellectua'lv
but also morally and religiously. They
should be good men and women, Chris-
nan men and women, if you will, in the
broadest sense of the term. An avowed
materialist or socialist cannot be a safe
teacher for our children, for we know
from facts what theories of the moral and
civil relations and duties he holds, and
how those theories work. Besides he is
general ly too clannish, too unreasonably
hostile to opponents, and of too strone a
proselyting spirit. Though such and
others who might prove dangerous teach-
ers, cannot be excluded by the laws of the
Dtate, yet much evil can be prevented by
earnest and judicious discrimination on
the part of a school-board in accepting
applications and by watching the general
tenor and influence of the teachers en-
gaged.
Then also we should faithfully and con-
fidently avail ourselves of the opportunities
offered. Parents should send their chil-
dren to school, see to it that they attend
regularly and conduct themselves properly.
While they should not be too fastidious or
superciliously careful, they ought to fol-
una Int«rest the steps of the
child as it is led along the pathway of
Knowledge. With a correct family train-
ing, as also with their influence in the
community they should support the work
at school, help to raise the standard of
instruction, and promote the moral stand-
ing and healthy influence of the institu-
tion.
If what I have said
THE READY FAMILY SOAP M A ttvi?
LEWIS’
PERFUMED LYE
08 Per Cent Pore.
8TR0NBES17AND PUREST LYE MADE.
This LYE Is a FINE POWDER
And packed in cans with an ordinary alip-Ud like oar Baking Powder, so
that any portion of contents of can may be used without spoiling balance.
out ^.poand* of Perftl“®?1l^rd 8o*P mad0 in twenty minuta with.
y?irZ??iyb?,Treet and clean to the Kn** without
from other *>rodQoed n*inK ready-made Soap or Soap
fiata„ hllrt Wlter
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HEW FIRM !! Something New
- o - -I N—
G. VAN PUTTEN& SONS, HOLLAND.
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened in
our new store just completed at our old stand on
Eiver Street,
We have Just received a largo new stock of
MAN UP ACTURKD ONLY BY
GEO.T. LEWIS i MENZIES COMPANT,
PHILADILPHIA, PA.
Gray’s Specific MedicTne. FIIITNTTTT'P I?
RADEMARIG The great Eng-TRADE MARK. ^ A A U All jCj #T  K.
llsh remedy, an
unraillng cure for
I Seminal Weak-
ness, Hpermator-
rhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow, as a
sequence of Helf-| , mhiM —
Before
Pain tn the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
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THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 10 Meehantca’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
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HEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
We respectfully Invite the attention of onr citi-
zens to the stock o goods which we have opened
•nri H^Vi491 °t K' l.aDtder '’cen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we offer them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 4° cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price bv
pfPfrt iudKC8- Fine Candies, Tobaccos and
Fl0''er Po“' u‘°llk‘e
The best and cheapest place to buy
FURNITURE
In the city of
ALL GHEA<PF0<R CASE.
— o-— 'l~— ~
goodl^mj Price.! ‘I"i ^  ’r," b6 '"eMed ''l,b
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & KRAMER
Holland, Mich., June 21, 1879.
MARK THESE FACTS
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.
Never despair-something that never falls-
Fever and Ague-To the sick it is of little conse-
quence how they are cured, whether from a rational
view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
cmmanrA «f --- --- ----- ---- ag ,he CUre
STORE^o," “ tb° 1,RIt'K
** 1 v E R STREET,
where can be found the largest and most complete
stock of ail kinds of FURNITURE,
CARPETS, OIL-CLOTHS,
MATTING, WALL PATER,
cumins, WILLOW- ME, P1CTOSE5,
Moulding, Brackets, &c.
I have the most complete linoof Undertaking
10 the«^
Call and see my goods. J7o
trouble to snow goods.
W.’ WAKKER.
Holland, Mich., July 1st, 1879. 21-3m
THE CURTIS TURBINE!
At a recent «e«t rare
to 4vt-iOO per cent*
A fail description,
power, price, etc.. i«
Kiven in an extra of
the VtorMa*
Send for a Copy.
GATES CUBTIS,
Ortuuborzb N.Y.
Dry Goods,
fats & Caps,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour & Feed.
Etc., Etc.
Come and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.
(P(RI0ES ACtE LOW.
- 0 -
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
tt G- VAN PUTTEN& SONS.
Holland. Aug. 17, 1878.
' CoHtUmatiaM,
Asthma,^ f
ffro/Kfutit% 7
. , Htadaeha /
1 Los ief A pptliTa. I
HerpousntIs\ ^
Coslirentli. \
rematt ComfUiA
L'yiptpuci-. 1
I.aige sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J. P. Mountain, ogdensburg. N. Y.
Macallister’s
COUGH MIXTURE.
An Extra Fine Remedy for
COUGHS.
MACALISTER’S Cough Mixture loosens the
phlegm, and acts like a charm tn cases of
mu, stmimnsi croup,js consh"18 * bisbi'
No family ought to be without it.
O-EITTJIITE
CHIHA WARE,m'Z 0,0
WHOLE SET.
Come and Look at it any-
way! Ho Trouble.
CROCKERY and C d popalar klnd* of
glassware.
Lamps and Chandeliers — the
latest styles — the safest- —
and most beautiful.
At hard-pan prices.
Call and see the stock
trouble to show goods.
no
10-fim
r. Te VAARWERK.
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
Hillsdale College.
i± ^ionrthoronRh- Go?<l moml and religioul
M’-cooc u me nn e “^o®00®8- Expenses very low. Tuition in th<
guidance of the profession, so long as the cure is M^rf^0«;;epartment on,r *,-°0 I,<,r term
Prepared only b
1 P. Lek, Chicago, Hi.
LEE’S HAIR RENEWER
Restores the Hair
to its Original Color, and prevents it from
falling out.
Doth these remedies an- for sale at
Db. Scuocten'b Drug Store.
Eieth Street, - - Holland Mich.
6— ly
SOLD BY
H. MEYER & CO.
DKALEBS IN
Fmitiri. Coins, Coving Hachines, Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.
lapius have finished the first stage. Hoiiowav’s
Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy
and radical cure without danger of a relause.
Important Caution.— None are genuine unless
-hVi*ncalure of J' Uaydock, as agent for the
United States, surrounds each box of Pills and
Boxes ot 25 cents, fi-2 cents and #1 each.
lanMirsize™ * C0DS*derab*e ,'aviDg by taking the
HOLLOWAY & CO., New York.
A CURE FOR ALL.’
HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT
Poj.MMd of this REMEDY, every man may be
his own doctor. It may be rubbed into the system
so as to reach any Internal complaint; by these
means It cures Sores or Ulcers in the THROAT
STOMACH. LIVER, SPINE, or other parti. It
1* an jlfo,lib,e Remedy for BAD LEGS. BAD
BR LASTS, Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT
RHEUMATISM, and ail Skin Diseases ’
Important Caution.— None are gcnnlne nnless
the signature of J. Hatdock, as agent for the
United State-, surrounds each box of Pills and
Bo,xe'' at 85 cent,,< ^  an:’. $1 each,
larger size™ 8 con?i(lerable 9avln8 by taking tho
HOLLOWAY * CO., New York.
30-ly.
oiAWfju ujBfcruoKir*. cau
Sept. 3. I or Catalogues aend to
Pres. B. W. C. CLECII, or C. B. HILLS, See’/,
Hillsdale, Mioh.
Another Step Forward!!
AT THE
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty ncres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres’
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
BANKING.
MoniNPimN
B ASKER,
HOLLAND, . . MCIHIGAN.
a general Banking, Exchange, and Collcc-
Il,0.nrrbu8i5eo?‘. Collectlona made on all points in
the United States and Europe, Particular atten-
tinn paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
. ... J ----- *... this important fb,“'Jne.MJntra*t*d t0.me '•ball have prompt atten-
subject will awaken a renewed and iniel- to !h ?n t,me dePo«lt8, *ubJect
DEeut Interest In It. I ,b„„ be m,, lifted.
But let above all be understood that this 8oW at my office. p n fc,uropc
occasion calls for nothipg less. ' 9',y Jacob van putten.
 1 lilt.
Hardware Store
WM. C. MEL1S,
can now be purchased
T*TE HEO TRIESTE A. ID
SUPERPHOSPHATE
OR BONE BLACK
Fertilizer.
.A.LSO THE
Champion Brill
Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. This cheap method of fertl.lzlng
tb'-
Call and seethe Patent Hay
Forks, and numberless
other articles, useful
and necessary.
Wanted-Bones! Bones!
by the pound or wagon load, for which the
highest market price will be paid.S9-1? WM. 0. MELI8.
BOOKS tt.f MILLION
---- - -- j A l»r*e, new and eoraplel. Guide to
I WodlookiConlainiD;, with nun/ Mb.n,
_ I'!;® following ebaptem A compatoat
^ on>«nhood, Selection of Wife, E nJencea
v'r<t,B'lr. Teniptramenti, compalibla
nrnSTpjVYaia aod iocompatibl., Surilit/ In Wnmen,
IlHflmimnac.UM aad treatment. Ad/iu to Britfe.
_ , <rt>om. Adeice to llatbandi, Adeio* to
Wteea, Prnititutlon, ita cauwi, Celibac/' and Matrimony com-
pared, Coniofal duties. Conception, ConfiEement, Lor. and'
conrtlhip, Impedimenta to Mafria*e in mala and female, Science
of Rrproductinn, Single l.if. cm sidered, Law of Marriaie,
Law of Dieoree, Leaal ri*htt of married women, etc., Includ-
ing Diseases peculiar to Women, their cauaca and treat-
ment. A Iwok for private and conaiderate reading, ot 300 page*,
with full 1 late Ecgraaiuga, by mail, atilt J, for 60 Cents.
“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Syphilis, Gonorrhcea, Gleet, Btrleture. Varico-
cele, Ac.. aUo on Spermatorrhcxa, Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from Seir-abuao ar.d Excea.es, causing Seminal
Liu.aaiona. NervouaneM. Aeeraion to Society, Confusion of
Idraa, I'hyaical Decay, Dimntta of Sight, Detectire Memory,
Lora of Sexual rower, etc., making marriage improper or
unhappy, giving treatment, and a great many yalualle receipt*
for the cure of all private diseases; 224 pages, om 60 plates,
DO cciiti.
jUdiest ^’leeTUeUre on Xanhood and ITnmishood. 10 a.
FOR ONE DOLLAR w* •end all three of tht
shove described book*,
nicely bound m one vulmnc, contsinieif (VV page* and over
li» illustration*, and embracing everything on the genera-
tive system that is worth knowing. Theeomb ned volume ta
positively the most popular Medical Book published.
Ihe Author is an exinrienced physician of many
year* practice, las is well known , and the advice given,
.ml rule, for treatment laid down, will he found of great
value to those sutlering from impurities ot the system, early
error*, lost vigor, or any of the numerous troubles coming
under the head of ••Private" or "Chronic" d is vases —
Postage stamp! taken In payment forany of these book*.
OJS^DJSP^NSA^ established
h«not!aIreputaUoi^j^nn!H!ie
FOR SALE.
rpHE follrwlng described Lots In the City of
A Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Audition «175
each; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot ti. Block 11, South West
Addition $176 each. Lots 1. 2, 3. 4, 5 A 6 in Block
25. as organized plat near tho M. L. 8. depot at
£225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $300 each.
Also H lots West of First avenue at $125 each. Tt o
above will be sold for a small payment down. Alto
the following Lots 1, 10. 11, 12. 18, and 14. in Block
h. Lots 2, 4. 5 and > in Block II. The above w ill
be sold on long credit and small payments dowi .
Apply to,
M. I). HOWARD.
YOUNG MAN
Superior advantage given.College Journal.
2li-8ino.
DR._BU‘
 i | iyr— — pMM—^Iln 1HI7, ha*
acquImU na nal repuuti.ni for skdl in (tie treatment of
«hronlc disease* and complicated cases, hyubilit, honor.
rh«f». Uleet Mrirlnrr, Orrhilit, all Irlnnry Tniablcs, Synhl.
Iltie or lereoHal affections of the throat, skin ox hom*-
treated with success, without using Mercury,
PATIENTS TREATED hy mafl’and rxpren,
where possible.
personal consuUstion preterred, winch is FHKKand invited
OUTTS Invites all p«r*<*s suffering from RUH-V
 TL RK to send him thstr n»m* and addrtu, and htrshy X
t aunres th»m that they will learn something to thafr I
“advantage. — It la not a Truaa. /
AU communication, rtrlctly confidential, and ahould be
•d dressed to DK. BU ITS . 1 /North Mh at., bt. Louis. Mo.
CONSUMPTION CURED!
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured of the much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, in anxious to make known to his fellow.
sufferers the means of cure. To nil who desire it.
/.l- o., M!1,!.a CHpv °r ,he prescription used. FhEK
i C'.'AKUK, with directions for preparing and
using the same, which will he found a sure cute for
Uonsumptton, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Ner-
vousness, ttc.,dc„ Ac, Address with stamp.—
87 DR. C. STEVENS. Brock ville, Ont.
MOR'IGAGE SALE.
F\E FAULT having been made in tho con-U dltions (w hereby the power of sale therein
has become operative) of a certain mortgage, exe-
cuted by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April, \ I). 187fi. to Mary E. Soule and recorded in
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
county and State ol Michigan, on the sixth day of
April, A. I). 18;6, aforesaid at twelve o'clock, noon
of that day, in Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
281, on which said mortgage there is claimed to be
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
of four hundred and five dollars i$4<i.r>.00) principal
and interest, and no proceedings at law or in
equity having been Instituted to collect said sum
due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale as aforesaid, notice
is hereby given that on Tuesday the seventh
day of October, next. (1879) at two o’clock in
the afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (the place of holding the Circuit Court) in
the city of Grand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
said mortgage will he foreclosed by the sale of the
premises therein and hereinafter 'described, or so
much thereof as shall he necessary to satisfy and
pay the amount due on said mortgage, with 'inter-
est and cost of advertisement ana sale, together
with an attorney fee of twenty five dollars, pro-
vided for in said mortgage in case of foreclosure.
Said mortgaged premises are described in said
mortgage and will he sold ns follows, to wit: tho
west-half of the east-half of the south east quarter
of section thirty-two (32) town seven (7) north, of
renge fifteen (15) west, in the county of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, together with the appur-
tenances thereunto belonging.
Dated Grand Havkn. July 3rd. A. D. 1879.0 MARY £. SOULE, Mortgagee.
Samuel L) Tate, AWwnnj for Mortgagee. 22-13w
SENT FREE
fW Vi $.5 CASH per work to all, ni
and iioHtpaid— The
--- - . . . r _ _ Ukvkuly Budget
(1 ut home or traveling.
Don.etliinK new. Address. Tbo Beverly Co^ Chicago.
1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.
40-ly
soommiE
Compact, Substantial. Econ-
omical and easily managed.
Guaranteed to work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and holler complete,
Including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
price of
* Horsepower ...... $ 242 (to
4K •* “ ....... 283. <i06* “ ....... 818.50
JAMES LEFFEL <t CO..
Springfield, Ohio.
-  - - -
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,
COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,
Circulars, Dolmans,
And a full line of
SILK AH ID CiRAIPE.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
ETOPITH STREET KOEEAJSIE, MICH
